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INTRODUCTION 
In refuging systems, groups of individuals disperse 
radially from a central living place, called the "core," into 
a larger "arena" where food is acquired (Hamilton and Watt 
1970). Food sources close to the core are more heavily 
exploited and are quickly depleted. Animals must then move 
greater distances to meet energy needs. At some point, 
depending on food density and distribution, the energy 
required to move from the core to a feeding area may be 
greater than the energy gained from feeding. Starvation can 
be the result but a mobile population has the option of moving 
to a new core area where food is more plentiful. This system 
evidently fits observed refuging waterfowl behavior (Ogilvie 
1978, Frederick and Klaas 1982). 
Each fall thousands of waterfowl concentrate on 
midlatitude refuges on their way south, feeding primarily on 
waste grain in surrounding agricultural land. These refuges 
have long been considered necessary for providing adequate 
resting areas and food for migrating birds to insure healthy 
populations (Salyer 1945). But when large numbers of birds 
remain at refuges for an extended period, hunting is 
concentrated in these areas (Delacour 1964). There are also 
problems with crop depredations (Calls 1951, Mac Lennan 1973, 
Sugden 1976 and Kahl 1980) and the rapid spread of disease 
(Bellrose 1976). The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
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acknowledges both the benefits and problems associated with 
large waterfowl concentrations and seeks to correct 
distribution problems within a framework of maintaining or 
increasing overall population levels (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 1982). Because abundant food supplies cause large 
numbers of waterfowl to remain at northern latitudes, often 
into the winter months (Fredrickson and Drobney 1979), it is 
reasonable to expect that manipulation of food supplies can be 
used to either hasten or retard further migration. Hunting 
nay cause considerable disturbance to feeding birds, 
resulting in increased energy requirements and reduced feeding 
time (Fredrickson and Drobney 1979), but the effects of 
hunting and disturbance on waterfowl migration rates are 
unknown. An empirical study to determine the effects of 
different treatments of hunting regulations and land-use 
practices on refuging waterfowl behavior would be valuable to 
managers but would take decades to carry out and might prove 
to be politically, if not physically, impossible. Information 
on the effects of hunting and land use can more readily be 
obtained by incorporating general refuging theory and data 
already available on a refuging waterfowl population into a 
simulation model. 
The objectives of this study were to develop a 
bioenergetics model for postbreeding, field—feeding waterfowl 
on midlatitude refuges, and to use this model to examine 
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possible alternative management schemes on refuges. The model 
was constructed from data collected on fall-migrating snow 
geese (Chen c^. caerulescens) at DeSoto National Wildlife 
Refuge, Iowa (Frederick 1979). The arena, as determined by 
movements of geese from the refuge lake to feeding areas, 
2 includes 2,165 km of Missouri River floodplain. About 88% of 
the arena is in row crops and approximately 50% of the 
cropland is corn (Klaas et al. 1978). More than 250,000 geese 
may concentrate on the refuge lake and feed almost exclusively 
on corn left in fields after harvest. They make 2 feeding 
trips into the arena daily, once in the early morning and once 
before dark. Although ample waste corn initially is available 
within a few kilometers of the refuge to meet the energy needs 
of the population (Frederick and Klaas 1982), plowing, soon 
after harvest, makes much of the corn unavailable. Thus, both 
harvesting and plowing operations cause large seasonal 
fluctuations in food availability. Hunting causes a 
relatively small amount of mortality but causes considerable 
disturbance during off-refuge foraging, hence increased energy 
costs. 
The specific modeling objective was to simulate the 
effects of various agricultural practices and hunting regimes 
on the rectilinear distances traveled by refuging snow geese 
from the DeSoto Refuge core, and to test model validity 
(Reynolds et al. 1981) using independent field data. 
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As food density increases, the distance waterfowl can 
commute to feeding areas without realizing an energy deficit 
would also increase (Hamilton and Watt 1970), but when food 
density is high, the birds would not need to fly as far to 
meet energy demands (Morrison 1978a). At low levels of food 
density, some members of the population may not be able to 
acquire adequate energy and emigration to more favorable 
regions would increase. When hunting pressure is high, flocks 
would have to spend more time searching for safe feeding 
areas. If the increased energy costs associated with more 
hunting disturbance cannot be offset by more energy intake, 
emigration would increase and waterfowl population levels 
would be reduced. These basic relationships were expected to 
be evident from model behavior but the amount of change in 
food density or hunting disturbance necessary to cause 
significant changes in feeding distribution and population 
levels was unknown. To quantify these relationships, three 
specific hypotheses, to be tested by using model experiments, 
were identified prior to model construction to help guide 
model formulation. A fourth hypothesis was identified to 
examine the observation by Frederick and Klaas (1982) that, 
although there was adequate food within 8 km of DeSoto Refuge, 
geese commonly flew farther to feed. If birds were somehow 
forced to feed within 8 km of the refuge they still should be 
able to meet energy requirements. The four hypotheses are: 
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: The distances traveled, from the core to feeding 
areas, are not significantly different for various 
treatments of food density. 
Eg : Population levels are not significantly different 
for various treatments of food density. 
Population levels are not significantly different 
for various treatments of hunting pressure. 
Population levels are not significantly different 
for various treatments of maximum allowable distance 
to feeding areas. 
Additional model experiments were used to test the effects of 
several management scenarios on the simulated population. 
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METHODS 
Components of the FORTRAN simulation model include the 
waterfowl population, activity and energy budgets, food 
density and distribution, and the effects of weather, hunting 
pressure, and land management practices on the system. Model 
input consisted of mean parameter values and their associated 
standard deviations which were estimated from data collected 
prior to 1981 on snow geese refuging at DeSoto Refuge and from 
literature sources. Independent data were collected at DeSoto 
Refuge in 1981 specifically for the purpose of validating the 
model. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the 
importance of particular parameter estimates to model outcome. 
Stochastic runs of the model were then used to test hypotheses 
and various management options. 
Model Structure 
The model consists of a set of equations that describe a 
general refuging system (Appendix A). All model variables are 
defined in Appendix B. Input parameters can be assigned 
specific values to describe a particular population and study 
area. To simulate refuging snow goose behavior and energetics 
at DeSoto Refuge, parameter values were obtained from 
Frederick and Klaas (1982), Frederick (1979), unpublished 
data, and other literature sources (Appendix C). 
The model can be summarized by briefly describing each of 
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its sequential steps. Each task is carried out by a specific 
subprogram (named parenthetically). 
1. Daily weather is simulated (WGEN). 
2. A gridmap of the arena is created, including size, 
location, and initial waste-corn density for each 
cornfield (5MAP). 
3. Corn harvest and plowing are simulated at regular 
intervals throughout the season (AGOP). 
4. A hypothetical goose immigration pattern is generated 
(PGER). 
5. Flock movement (GFLY) and food searching (FSCH) are 
simulated. 
6. Food is consumed by geese and removed from fields 
(FEED). 
7. Daily activity (GACT) and energy (ENRG) budgets are 
calculated. 
8. Emigration (PALT) and hunting mortality (HPRE) are 
determined for each day. 
Model structure was such that the refuge could be managed 
separately from the rest of the arena. Weather, immigration, 
and initial food density and distribution were all generated 
at the beginning of a simulation run to drive the model. 
Parameter values varied randomly among model runs according to 
their standard deviations, thus no two simulations were alike. 
Stochastic runs of the model could, therefore, be used to make 
statistical comparisons among various treatments of input 
parameter values. The output from each simulation was 
equivalent to field data that could be collected over a single 
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season. Output included the distance and direction to feeding 
areas, daily activity and energy budgets, hunting mortality, 
and the daily goose population. Descriptions of each 
subprogram follow. 
The WGEN subprogram 
Daily means of ambient temperature and wind speed and 
direction for 1976-80 were obtained from the Ft. Calhoun 
Nuclear Power Plant, located 5 km upriver from DeSoto Refuge. 
Snow-cover data were obtained from HOAA/USDA (1976-80). 
Weather was simulated by using the 20 5-day means of the 4 
weather variables (WVAM) for the 100-day period from 1 October 
- 8 January and the associated daily and annual variance 
components (WVSD and AWVSD, respectively) and allowing the 
model to select daily values of each variable according to 
their distributions. Temperature was converted to wind-chill 
temperature by the equations of Siple and Passel (1945). 
The HMAP subprogram 
The computerized gridmap of the arena (Fig. 1) was 
2 
constructed using 1-mi grids because aerial photographs 
clearly indicate that agricultural land use is divided into 
2 
the 1-mi sections of original land surveys. Distances are 
therefore reported in miles. Because geese avoid small fields 
(Frederick and Klaas 1982), only the 4 largest fields in each 
section were assigned a size (FLDSIZ), crop (FLDTYP), and 
Figure 1. Map of the refuging arena including real floodplain 
boundaries and the simulated gridmap boundaries. 
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agricultural treatment (AGTRMT = unharvested, harvested, or 
plowed). Cornfields were also assigned an initial waste-corn 
density (FOODEtl) based on the log-transformed mean waste—corn 
density (FDMN) and among-field and among-year variance 
measurements (FDSD and AFDSD) collected in 1976, 1977, and 
1980 (Frederick and Klaas 1982, Frederick et al. 1983). 
The AGOP subprogram 
Harvest and moldboard plowing were simulated by updating 
AGTRMT values at the end of each 10-day increment (AGI'NC = 10 
days) according to known rates (Klaas et al. 1978 and 
ÎIOAA/OSDA 1976-80). 
The PGEN subprogram 
A typical immigration pattern for the entire season was 
generated at the beginning of each model run. Ten years of 
goose population data, collected by DeSoto Refuge personnel 
from 1971-1980, were used to determine average population 
levels (PIMM) and variance (PISD). Rate of disappearance of 
neckbanded geese (Frederick 1979) was used to determine the 
mean daily emigration rate (EMRM=0.034^0.034 (SD) 
birds/bird/day). Average hunting mortality over the 10-year 
period is unknown, but was estimated (HMRM=0.003±0.003 
birds/bird/day) from information on snow goose mortality at 
Squaw Creek National Wildlife Refuge (Burgess 1980), located 
approximately 180 km south of DeSoto Refuge. Amount of 
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immigration (IMM) was calculated by adding daily emigration 
(EMI) and hunting mortality (HMO) to the observed daily 
population increase (INC). 
The GFLY subprogram 
The method of simulating the twice-daily wandering 
flights of geese from the core into the arena was similar to 
that described by Morrison (1978a) for refuging bats (Artibeus 
i amaicensis ) feeding on figs (Ficus s_g.. ) « Initial direction 
flown from the core (MBIR) was random and, over the course of 
the trip, the flock deviated about this direction according to 
a wrapped normal distribution (Batschelet 1965), with a 
standard deviation of SDIR=0.1 radians. Although the entire 
refuge population may not actually fly together in one large 
flock, they were simulated as such to simplify calculations. 
This simplification does not make the model unrealistic, 
however, because field observations indicated the population's 
feeding activities were usually confined to only one or two 
fields at a time. Ground speed of flight (GSPD=30 mph) 
remained constant throughout a run. At the end of each 
2-minute interval of search flight (DT=2 minutes) the flock 
would search the immediate vicinity for waste corn. 
The FSCH subprogram 
A waste cornfield was acceptable to geese if it contained 
at least 100 kg/ha of grain (MDEN=100 kg/ha) and was at least 
13 
25 ha in size (MSIZ=25 ha). The maximum distance at which 
geese can detect a waste cornfield meeting the minimum size 
and density requirements is not known. Morrison (1978a) 
called this distance prey-detection radius and estimated it 
for the fruit bat by radio telemetry. For snow geese, this 
radius of perception (RPER) may be dependent upon goose 
altitude, flock size, fog, and precipitation, but the effects 
are unknown. A fixed radius was chosen based on field 
observations that geese seldom deviate more than a mile from 
their apparent flight direction to feed. The assigned radius 
of perception (RPER) of 0.5 miles means that all fields within 
every section located within 0.5 miles of the flock center 
could be seen. Because the flock center is seldom located 
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equidistant between the borders of a 1-mi section, the birds 
usually see 3 neighboring sections for a total visible area of 
2 
4 mi . Even when a field meeting the minimum criteria was 
within this area, the flock only perceived or accepted it 75% 
of the time (PACC=0.75). This added an element of variability 
necessary to mimic observed goose behavior. If acceptable 
food was available in a section within the radius of 
perception the simulated flock would, 75% of the time, fly to 
that field and feed. If disturbed from the field by hunters, 
the flock would resume the search flight. 
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The FEED subprogram 
The rate at which snow geese feed on varying densities of 
waste corn is unknown. Frederick and Klaas (1982) estimated 
that snow geese at DeSoto Refuge spent approximately 13% of 
their time feeding and required about 130 g of corn daily. 
Mean feeding rate was therefore 130 g/0.13 days or 
0.7 g/minute. This would occur at the mean food density of 
approximately 325 kg/ha (Frederick and Klaas 1982). A 
hypothetical functional response for feeding rate (FRAT) 
(Fig. 2) was based on this rate, but it was assumed that 
feeding rate would vary between zero, when food density was 
zero, to some maximum level, when food density was so high 
that almost no time was required to acquire a food item. 
With no other feeding rate data available, a rate of 6 g/min, 
when waste corn completely covered the ground (approximately 
70,000 kg/ha) was used to complete the curve. A feeding rate 
of 30 g/minute was chosen as an absolute maximum (FMAX), but 
this rate would never be reached under natural conditions. 
Empirical data relating feeding rate to snow depth are 
not available but it is realistic to assume that increases in 
snow depth reduce feeding rate. To make the model realistic, 
it was necessary to incorporate a hypothetical response of 
feeding rate (FRAT) to snow depth (WV(4)). This was 
accomplished by multiplying FRAT by SNOC, where 
SSOC ^ rO.KWV(4))_ 
Figure 2. The hypothetical feeding rate for snow geese, 
relative to waste-corn density, used in the 
waterfowl refuging model 
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and WV(4) is in inches. 
Food was consumed by the flock and removed from the field 
according to the calculated feeding rate for consecutive 
2-minute intervals (EDT=2 minutes) until geese finally met 
their daily feeding requirements (WANT) or became satiated 
(LSAT=200g) and returned to the refuge core. The return trip 
was simulated as rectilinear. On subsequent flights, geese 
would return directly (without searching) to the field where 
they had fed on the previous foraging trip, provided food had 
not been depleted below MDEN=100 kg/ha or they had not been 
disturbed by hunters. Otherwise random search was initiated 
from the core. 
The GACT subprogram 
Activity budgets were determined from the simulated time 
spent feeding (ET) and flying (T). Remaining time was 
allocated to sleeping, preening, and loafing by considering 
the effects of weather on these activities (Frederick and 
Klaas 1982). The activity and food-availability relationships 
considered by the model are presented in figure 3. 
The ENRG subprogram 
The energy submodel (Fig. 4) can be simplified to the 
equation: 
EBAL = DEI - DEE - GROW - STRAT. (1) 
Figure 3. Generalized Forrester (1961) diagram of the 
activity and food availability information flows 
incorporated into the refuging model 
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DEI is daily energy ingested and assimilated, calculated from 
the simulated food consumption (FCON), the caloric equivalent 
of corn (CEC=4404 kcal/kg) and the digestive efficiency for 
birds feeding on corn (DEFF=0«9). The digestive efficiency of 
0.9 is higher than previous estimates for snow geese 
(Frederick and Klaas 1982) that were based on efficiencies of 
other birds feeding on different kinds of seeds. Sibbald 
(1976), however, estimated that 94-95% of the gross energy of 
corn was metabolized by chickens and turkeys, and Ewing (1963) 
reported that geese are the most efficient converters of food 
energy among poultry. The 0.9 efficiency used in the model is 
an intermediate rate that was estimated from data presented by 
Patrick and Schaible (1980). 
Daily energy expended (DEE) was calculated by using 
Kendeigh's (1970) existence-energy equations for non-passerine 
birds and additional information about goose activity. 
Kendeigh's equations incorporate body-weight and ambient-
temperature data to estimate existence energy, including cost 
of thermoregulation and maintenance activities, for caged 
birds. It was therefore necessary to modify existence energy 
to account for the additional energy expended by free-living 
birds (Viens and Innis 1973). This was accomplished by 
multiplying existence energy (KEND) by an overall activity 
coefficient (AC). AC was a function of the proportion of time 
spent in each behavior (B) and the caloric coefficients for 
Figure 4. Generalized Forrester (1961) diagram of the energy 
submodel structure 
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each behavior (BCC). The method has been described in detail 
by Frederick and Klaas (1982). 
GROW is the growth energy cost averaged over the entire 
population and is a function of the daily energy requirement 
for juvenile growth (DEJG) and the proportion of juveniles in 
the population. Energy required for juvenile growth was 
estimated from data presented by Ricklefs (1974) for chickens. 
At 90% of adult body weight they required approximately 13 
kcal/day for growth and an additional 90 kcal/day for 
maintenance. The juvenile snow geese have attained similar 
body weight relative to adult weight (Frederick 1979) but 
expend nearly 4-times this amount of energy for maintenance. 
The growth energy for snow geese was adjusted to reflect this 
difference in metabolism (DEJG=50 kcal/juvenile/day). 
STRAT (net energy gain) is the strategy or objective in 
exploitation of the energy resource as described by Hamilton 
and Watt (1970). It is the net energy gain, in addition to 
GROW, sought by geese. If, for example, snow geese were 
thought to increase their fat reserves for continued migration 
by acquiring an additional 100 kcal/bird/day (STRAT), the 
model could accomodate that hypothesis. STRAT was assigned a 
value of zero, assuming that, except for juvenile growth, 
geese sought to maintain body weight, not increase or decrease 
it (Frederick and Klaas 1982). 
Simulated geese attempt to maintain energy balance (EBAL) 
24 
at zero by adjusting their food intake accordingly. Because 
they make two feeding excursions daily, their feeding 
objective is based on half of their daily needs as follows: 
WANT = 0.5(DEE-EBAL+STRAT+GROW)/(DEFF(CEC/1000)), (2) 
where WANT is the food requirement in g/bird. 
The PALT subprogram 
Immigration was considered to be controlled by factors 
external to the system, but emigration was influenced by 
components of the energy model (Fig. 5). When geese realized 
a negative energy balance they were more likely to leave the 
system, but when they could maintain EBAL at zero with very 
little effort they were more likely to remain. These general 
relationships are ecologically plausible, but the magnitudes 
of the controlling parameters are unknown. The effects of 
activity and energy variables on emigration constitute an 
important hypothesis being tested by the model. When DEE+EBAL 
was less than zero, that is, when birds were more than a day 
behind in energy acquisition, EMI was increased. The amount 
of increase was dependent on exactly how far behind they were. 
Specifically, a fraction of the refuge population (RED=0.5), 
multiplied by an energy deficit factor (-2 EBAL/(DEE+DEI)) was 
added to EMI. When simulated flying and feeding time (T+ET) 
was less than a threshold level (LF=60 minutes/day), EMI was 
reduced by half (REL=0.5). 
Figure 5. Generalized Forrester (1961) diagram of the 
population submodel structure 
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The HPRE subprogram 
Hunting mortality depended on the specified hunting 
season, hunting pressure, and whether geese fed within or 
outside refuge boundaries. Waterfowl hunting in the vicinity 
of DeSoto Refuge is of 2 major types. One involves stalking 
the feeding flocks in cornfields, causing the flocks to fly, 
and the other involves waiting in a blind for geese to pass 
over. As stalking increases, the success of blind hunters 
would be expected to increase as a result of increased flock 
movement. The number of birds taken by both forms of hunting 
is, therefore, related to the amount of disturbance of feeding 
birds. Hunting pressure was controlled in the model by 
specifying the mean length of time between when birds first 
landed on a feeding area and when they were disturbed by 
hunters (ETM). Estimates of ETM were based on field 
observations. In control runs ETM was set at 45 (t45 SD) 
minutes for off-refuge locations during the hunting season 
(simulated from 1 October - 15 December). ETM was set at 240 
(±45) minutes for on-refuge feeding sites and for off-refuge 
locations before and after the hunting season to account for 
non-hunting disturbances. Hunting mortality (HMO) on a 
particular day was a function of ETM (Appendix A, Function 
HPRE), but only occurred in season and when feeding was 
outside of refuge boundaries. Limited hunting within DeSoto 
Refuge is allowed only from a few blinds located near the 
28 
refuge perimeter, thus geese are not likely to be killed 
unless they are moving to or from off-refuge feeding sites. 
Validation 
Validation experiments involved comparing output from 10 
simulations with independent data collected at DeSoto Refuge 
in 1981. Increasing the number of simulations from 10 to 
infinity would be expected to decrease the variance by only 
17% in most tests (Reynolds et al. 1981). Data collected in 
1981 consisted of waste-corn densities, weather variables, 
refuging snow goose population, and the location of daily 
feeding areas. 
Waste-corn density was sampled in 44 fields in 1981 and 
analyzed by the recommended method of Frederick et al. (1983). 
The resulting 95% confidence interval was compared to 50-field 
sample estimates of FDMN from each of the 10 simulation runs 
to determine if waste-corn distribution was validly modeled. 
Daily weather (WV), snow goose population (GNUM), and 
rectilinear distance to the farthest feeding areas (AR) were 
measured daily in 1981 and compared with simulated values by 
using a statistic called Vg* by Reynolds et al. (1981). V^ is 
a function of the rank of the observed value among the m 
simulated values and itself (an integer between 1 and 11, 
m=10), calculated for each of the n^ daily observations and 
summed. V2* incorporates the variance and expected value of 
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into a test statistic that is sensitive to inflated 
simulation variance as well as differences in location and 
shifts in distribution. The test is carried out by comparing 
Vg* with the appropriate critical value from the standard 
normal distribution. 
Simulated directions from the core to the farthest 
feeding areas (LDIR) were compared to those observed in 1981 
by comparing the frequencies with which feeding occurred in 
each quadrant using a chi-square statistic. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
The method of combining parameters into macroparameters 
(Steinhorst et al. 1978) was adopted. Twenty-five individual 
parameters (about 30% of the total number) were chosen for 
perturbation. These included 5 parameters of particular 
interest selected from each of 4 model areas (i.e., food 
availability, activity, energetics, and population), and 5 
selected at random. Five macroparameters each contained 5 
parameters, one from each selection group (Table 1). The 
groupings and direction of perturbation for each parameter 
were chosen to avoid cancelling effects of parameters within 
macroparameters. Parameters were altered either + or - 20% of 
their control value (value used in the validation experiment) 
with the exception of DEFF and STRAT (Table 1). DEFF was only 
perturbed 5% because its value was known with greater 
Table 1. Definitions and Input values of parameters used In sensitivity 
analysis 
Parameter name Amount 
Macro Individual Definition Control value perturbed 
A RHAB(1) Proportion of refuge fields 
planted in corn 
0. 5 +20% 
LSAT Level of satiation (b/bird) 200 +20% 
DEFF Digestive efficiency 0.9 + 5% 
HEF Hunter efficiency 
(birds/effort) 
1 -20% 
MDEN Minimum food density accept­
able to birds (kg/ha) 
100 +2 0% 
B HAB(1) Proportion of off-refuge 
fields planted in corn 
0.5 +20% 
MAXET Maximum feeding time birds 
will tolerate (mln/day) 
480 +20% 
DEJG Daily energy for juvenile 
growth (kcal/bird/day) 
50 -20% 
EMRM Mean emigration rate 
(birds/population/day) 
0.034 -20% 
BFD Parameter controlling 
feeding rate 
0.4 +20% 
C FDMN(l) Mean off-refuge waste-corn 
density (kg/ha) 
5.6 +20% 
RPER Radius of perception within 
which birds can see food 
0.5 +20% 
STRAT Daily net energy gain 
sought (energy aquisitlon 
strategy) (kcal/bird/day) 
0 
o
 
CM 
»
 
LF Threshold, such that less 
time spent feeding and 
flying reduces emigration 
(minutes) 
60 +20% 
RFSMN(l) Mean size of the Ith 
largest field in an 
on-refuge section (ha) 
FSMN(I) Mean size of the Ith 
largest field in an 
off-refuge section (ha) 
GSPD Ground speed of flight 
(ml/hr ) 
AFD Parameter controlling 
feeding rate 
REL Relative effect of feeding 
plus flying being below 
LF on emigration 
PACC Probability birds will 
land in an acceptable 
field within RPER 
PAGTM(J) Mean proportion of fields 
that are plowed during 
period J 
ETM(I) Mean length of time birds 
can feed undisturbed 
when I=HP (minutes) 
WVAM(I,3) Mean daily temperature 
for 1=20 5-day intervals 
(degrees C) 
RED Relative effect of an 
energy deficit on 
emigration 
SACM(I,J) Proportion of birds in 
Jth sex-age class for 
1=20 5-day intervals 
*Adult age classes (1=1,2) were increased 
55.7 39.4 30.2 24.1 
55.7 39.4 30.2 24.1 
30 
0. 069 
0. 5 
0.75 
0.01 0.09 0.14 0.20 
0.35 0.45 0.55 0.65 
0.70 0.80 
45 240 240 
15.0 13.0 12.0 11.2 
9.7 8.5 7.4 6.1 
4.9 3.6 2.6 1.5 
0.5 -0.6 -1.7 -2.8 
-3.5 -4.2 -4.9 -5.5 
0.5 
0.37 0.37 0.13 0.13 
(all 20 intervals 
are equal) 
+ 2 0 %  
+20%  
+20%  
+ 2 0 %  
+20% 
+20% 
-20% 
+20% 
+20% 
-20% 
20%* 
and young were decreased. 
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precision. STRAT had a control value of zero and was altered 
by -20. Five output variables which were of management or 
ecological interest were identified as sensitivity indicators. 
They were peak snow goose population (PEAK), waterfowl (snow 
goose) use days from 15 September - 5 February (WUD), the 
proportion of WDD occurring before 1 December (WUP), total 
hunting mortality (number of geese killed) over the season 
(SHMO), and average distance (miles) from the core to the 
farthest feeding area visited each day (MAXR). WUP is of 
interest because managers may want to control the timing of 
emigration as well as total waterfowl use. The date (WUPD) 
for which WUP was calculated was set at 1 December to coincide 
with the passing of 80% of the simulated hunting season. A 
single non-stochastic simulation was run for each possible 
combination of macroparameter perturbation. The model was 
considered sensitive to a parameter if the resulting change in 
a sensitivity indicator was proportionally greater than the 
parameter perturbation. Each member parameter of the most-
sensitive nacroparameters was then perturbed alone. 
Model Experiments 
The four hypotheses, identified at the outset of the 
modeling project, were tested by analysis of variance. Values 
of the appropriate output variable from 10 treatment runs were 
compared with those from 10 control runs. These runs were 
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stochastic, but the value of the specific treatment parameter 
was fixed for the 10 runs. The hypotheses can be restated by 
substituting specific variable names as follows: 
H^: MAXR is not significantly different for various 
treatments of FDMN. 
Hg: WUD is not significantly different for various 
treatments of FDMN. 
WUD is not significantly different for various 
treatments of ETM. 
WUD is not significantly different for various 
treatments of RMAX. 
Ten management experiments were conducted using the 
model. Experiments involved comparing model output from 10 
treatment runs with output from 10 control runs. The five 
output variables used as sensitivity indicators (PEAK, WUD, 
WUP, SHMO, and MAXR) were tested for treatment effects by 
using analysis of variance. Many other management schemes can 
be tested by using the model. The 10 treatments that were 
chosen exemplify the types of experiments that can be 
conducted and provide insight into how manipulations of food 
supply, changes in agricultural practices, and alterations in 
hunting pressure affect waterfowl populations. Treatments 
were as follows: 
1. Eliminate food within the refuge boundary (RFDMN=0, 
RFDSD=0, ARFDSD=0). 
2. Provide superabundant food (2981 kg/ha waste corn) on 
refuge cornfields (RFDMN=8.0). 
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3. Tall plow on the refuge at the off-refuge rate 
(PAGTM(2,I,1)=PAGTM(2,I,2); the control condition was 
no fall plowing within refuge boundaries). 
4. Reduce waste-corn density by 50% (FDMN=4.9, 
RFDMN=4.9). 
5. Reduce proportion of cornfields by 50% (HAB(1)=0.25, 
RHAB(1)=0.25). 
6. Eliminate all fall plowing (PAGTM(2,I,1)=0.0). 
7. Eliminate all hunting (ETM(1)=240, HEF=0). 
8. Double hunting pressure (ETM(1)=22.5). 
9. Allow hunting on the refuge at twice the off-refuge 
pressure but with the same hunting season as off-
refuge {ETM{2)=22.5, HSB(2)=275, HSE(2)=350). 
10. Open refuge to hunting from 1 December - 1 January 
only, and increase on-refuge hunting pressure by 3X 
(HSB(2)=335, HSE(2)=365, ETM(2)=15). 
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RESULTS 
Simulated flight paths (Fig. 6) closely mimic observed 
goose flights at DeSoto Refuge. The longer searching trip is 
illustrated as an extreme example of low food availability. 
The shorter excursion is more typical of both simulated and 
observed foraging. The simulated flock evidently was 
disturbed from the first feeding location by hunters and moved 
to another feeding location before returning to the refuge 
lake. 
In control runs, geese spent 1-15% of each day flying 
(3.3% ±0.3 SE), spending relatively more time flying late in 
the season. Simulated time spent feeding accounted for 0-33% 
of total activity (14.3% ±0.8). Remaining time was allocated 
to other activities as follows: sleeping, 58.5% ±2.9; 
preening, 1.4% ±0.1; other, 22.5% ±0.9. The simulated 
activity budget was similar to that previously reported for 
snow geese at DeSoto Refuge by Frederick and Klaas (1982); 
flying=2%, feeding=13%, sleeping=62%, preening=3%, other=20%. 
Simulated DEE ranged from 238-926 kcal/bird/day (421 il7) as 
compared to 413 kcal/bird/day calculated by Frederick and 
Klaas (1982) for observed snow geese. Energy expended usually 
exceeded energy gain late in the simulated season, primarily 
because snow cover greatly reduced feeding rate. The 
resulting negative energy balance caused the remaining geese 
to emigrate. But geese were able to overcome temporary 
Figure 6. Two simulated goose flight paths. The longer 
flight was the result of a run in which no food was 
available (HAB(1)=0, RHAB(1)=0). The shorter 
flight, including feeding locations, is typical of 
normal feeding trips. 
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negative energy balances brought on by harsh weather 
conditions• By feeding heavily when conditions improved, they 
were able to assimilate more than 1000 kcal/bird/day. 
Validation 
Forty-four harvested cornfields sampled in 1981 contained 
229 kg/ha of waste grain (183-284 kg/ha, 95% CI). The sample 
means from the 10 simulations ranged from 141-464 kg/ha with 
individual confidence limits essentially identical to the 
observed. The 95% CI for one simulation, for example, was 
159-252 kg/ha. The range of the simulated annual means is 
consistent with data collected in previous years (Frederick et 
al. 1983, Frederick 1979). 
Simulated weather was similar to that recorded in 1981. 
The validation statistic for the test of wind-chill 
temperature was not significant (V2*=0.79, ^ >0.5). 
The 1981 DeSoto Refuge snow goose population was not 
significantly different from simulated populations (V2*=0.46, 
0.6) (Fig. 7). For the period from 29 November - 18 
December, however, the 1981 population was higher than any of 
the 10 simulated populations. The simulated population levels 
during this time period were similar to those observed in past 
years (Frederick and Klaas 1982), suggesting there may be some 
new influence on population not accounted for by the model 
control runs. A recent trend away from fall plowing has 
Figure 7. Mean of 10 simulated snow goose populations 
(irange) and the observed population at DeSoto 
Refuge In 1981 
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probably increased goose food supply, particularly late in the 
season, causing geese to remain at the refuge in larger 
numbers later in the season. Heavy snow fall from 15-16 
December, resulting in reduced feeding rate, probably caused 
the abrupt population decline in 1981. 
The specific modeling objective was to simulate distance 
and direction traveled by snow geeae from the refuge core to 
feeding areas. The 1981 observed daily distances to the 
farthest feeding location (AR) were not significantly 
different from simulated distances (V2*~l*54, ^ >0.1). The 
observed distances on 23 November and 6 December, of 26 and 27 
miles, respectively, are much higher than the average 
simulated distances for those dates (Fig. 8), but individual 
simulations produced similar distances on certain days. In 
one of the 10 simulations, for example, geese flew 22 miles on 
27 November and 24 miles on 5 D^ember. The 1981 movement, 
however, tended to be farther than the average simulated 
values. Only 13 of the 66 observations fell below the mean 
simulated distances. 
The frequencies with which geese fed in each quadrant 
around the core in 1981 are similar to the simulated 
frequencies (Table 2). The high percentage of time spent in 
the southeast and southwest quadrants were evidently due to 
the location of refuge boundaries with respect to the core. 
Because simulated flocks return to fields where they have 
Figure 8. Tiean distance from the core to the farthest feeding 
location for each day from 10 simulations (frange) 
and the observed distances In 1981 
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Table 2. Percentage of feeding trips to each quadrant around 
the refuge core as observed in 1981 and as simulated 
by the model 
Direction from the core 
NE SE SW NW 
Observed (N=67) 28% 22% 30% 20% 
Simulated (N=907) 16% 28% 31% 25% 
previously fed undisturbed, and because most of the refuge is 
south of the core, geese are more likely to feed there. The 
distribution of observed feeding locations in 1981 is not 
quite significantly different from model simulations (jP=0.07). 
The higher-than-expected use of the northeast quadrant in 1981 
contributed most to the chi-square statistic. The exact 
distribution of available cornfields around the core in any 
specific year may contribute to a different movement pattern 
than would be expected based on even distribution. In one of 
the 10 control simulations, for example, use of the northeast 
quadrant was over 30% when a cornfield less than one mile 
northeast of the core was used for 17 consecutive days early 
in the season. Neither observed or simulated frequencies were 
significantly different from random feeding directions 
(P>0.05). 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Peak snow goose population (PEAK), waterfowl (snow goose) 
use days (WUD), and the proportion of WUD occurring before 1 
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December (WUP) were not sensitive to any combination of 
parameter perturbation, but total hunting mortality (number of 
geese killed) over the season (SHMO) and average distance 
(miles) from the core to the farthest feeding area visited 
each day (MAXR) were sensitive to several combinations (Table 
3). The waterfowl population is influenced by the effects of 
parameters on emigration and hunting mortality, but emigration 
is only affected when conditions are extreme, that is, when 
food availability is too low to support the population, and 
changes in hunter kill have a relatively small effect on the 
population- The low sensitivity of PEAK, WUD, and WUP to 
parameter perturbation is, therefore, expected. MAXR was 
sensitive to all macroparameters except A and was, therefore, 
not useful in identifying parameters to which output was 
unusually sensitive. SHMO, however, was sensitive only to A 
and C. The individual parameter members of A and C were, 
therefore, perturbed one-at-a-time to determine which members 
contributed most to the observed change in sensitivity 
indicators. 
None of the individual parameter members, perturbed 
alone, account for the sensitivity of SHMO to A or C (Table 
3). The parameter members of A and C have a nearly additive 
effect, however, resulting in a larger change when perturbed 
simultaneously. Digestive efficiency (DEFF) was only altered 
+5% (from a control value of 0.9) and caused a greater-than-5% 
Table 3. Value of sensitivity Indicators resulting from 
parameter perturbation 
Parameters. Sensitivity Indicator* 
perturbed PEAK WUD WUP SHMO MAXR 
control 139 3.53 86.5 8946 5.2 
A 140 3.61 85.6 6779^ 4.9 
RHAB 139 3.56 86.3 8335 3.9 
LSAT 139 3. 53 86. 5 8946 5.2 
DEFF 139 3.55 86. 3 8482 4.3 
HEF 139 3.58 85. 8 7357 5.2 
MDEN 138 3.52 86.6 9111 5.3 
B 139 3.53 86.4 8651 3.4 
C 139 3.59 85.7 7024 3.5 
FDMN 138 3.54 86.4 8708 3. 7 
RPER 138 3. 53 86.4 8709 4.3 
STRAT 139 3.55 86.3 8321 4.9 
LF 139 3.53 86.5 8946 5.2 
RFSMN 139 3.58 86. 1 7785 4.8 
D 138 3.52 86. 5 8997 3.4 
E 137 3.49 86.8 9588 3.4 
AB 139 3.59 85.6 6812 = 2.7 
AC 140 3. 65 85. 2 5806° 3.1 
AD 139 3.58 85.7 6974 3.3 
AE 139 3.59 85. 9 7381 3.4 
BC 140 3.60 85. 7 6956 1.8 
BD 139 3.54 86.4 8679 2.3 
BE 138 3.52 86. 5 8868 2.0 
CD 140 3.60 85.8 7037* 3.2 
C E  140 3.60 85.7 6926° 2.7 
DE 138 3.52 86.7 9195^ 2.3 
ABC 140 3.66 84.6 4943° 2.1 
ABD 139 3.57 85. 7 7182 2.9 
ABE 139 3.58 85.7 7052° 2.4 
ACD 140 3.65 85.0 5420^ 2.2 = 
ACE 140 3.64 85. 2 5879 1.9= 
ADE 139 3.58 85. 8 7206 2.2 = 
BCD 139 3.55 86.3 8796 2.3 = 
BCE 141 3.64 85. 5 6726 2.0 = 
BDE 138 3.51 86.4 8743 1.8= 
CDE 139 3.57 86.0 7498 2.2 = 
ABCD 141 3. 70 83. 9 5445= 2'*c 
ABCE 139 3.61 85. 2 6216^ 1.8 = 
ABDE 138 3.58 85.5 6808 2.4= 
ACDE 140 3.63 85.2 5863^ 1.5 = 
BCDE 141 3. 65 85.5 7650 2.0= 
ABCDE 142 3.73 84.0 6976 2.0 
®PEAK=annual peak snow goose population (thousands), 
WUD=milllons of goose-use days between 15 September and 5 
February, WUP=proportion of WUD occurring before 1 December, 
SHMO=annual hunting mortality, MAXR=average daily distance 
(miles) from the core to the farthest feeding area. 
^Direction and amount of perturbation of each parameter 
are listed in Table 1. 
'^Difference between control and perturbed output is 
proportionally greater than average Input change, Indicating 
relatively high sensitivity. 
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change in SHîIO and MAXR, but was not a major influence in 
macropararaeter A because of the relatively small perturbation. 
MAXR was not sensitive to macroparameter A but it was 
sensitive to one of the individual members within A (Table 3). 
Specifically, a 20% increase in the proportion of refuge 
fields planted in corn (RHAB) caused MAXR to decrease by more 
than 20%. Although the direction of perturbation for each 
member parameter was chosen to avoid cancelling effects within 
macroparameters, the sensitivity of MAXR to RHAB was evidently 
masked within macroparameter A by the effect of MDEN (minimum 
acceptable waste-corn density for feeding). An increase in 
MDEN caused MAXR to increase. FDMN accounted for most of the 
sensitivity of MAXR to macroparameter C. 
Perturbing two or more macroparameters together generally 
had less-than-additive effects on sensitivity indicators 
(Table 3). For some combinations, a dampening effect is 
evident. For example, when macroparameters A and B were 
perturbed simultaneously, the resulting decrease in hunter 
kill (SHMG) was less than when A was perturbed alone, even 
though B, perturbed alone, also caused SHMO to decrease below 
the control level. 
The large number of parameters precluded an analysis of 
every individual parameter, but proportion of refuge fields in 
corn (RHAB), digestive efficiency (DEFF), and off-refuge 
waste-corn density (FDMN) are certainly among the parameters 
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to which model outcome is most sensitive. More precise 
estimation of these 3 inputs, relative to other parameters, is 
required to improve model performance. 
Tests of Hypotheses 
Hypotheses 1 and 2 were rejected in an analysis of 
variance (Table 4). The 5 treatment levels of food density 
Table 4. Results of hypothesis tests concerning the effects 
of food density, hunting pressure, and maximum 
allowable food-searching distance from the core on 
millions of waterfowl use days (WUD) and average 
daily distance (miles) from the core to the farthest 
feeding area (MAXR) 
Hypothesis Dependent 
number variable Treatment and effect F P 
FDMN® 
4.8 5.2 5.6 6.0 6.4 
1 MAXR 9.2 7.7 4.3 3.5 2.2 63.8 0.0001 
2 MUD 1.5 3.9 3.8 3.8 3. 7 37.8 0.0001 
ETM^ 
5 10 20 40 80 
3 WUD 2.0 3.3 4.2 4.6 3.7 
CO CO 
0.0001 
RMAX^ 
5 10 75 
4 WDD 3.7 3.8 3.6 0.3 0.7536 
^FDMN=Mean waste-corn density in ln(kg/ha). 
^ETM=Mean length of time (minutes) between when birds 
land in a cornfield and when hunters disturb them (less time 
indicates more hunting pressure). 
^RMAX=Maximum distance (miles) from the refuge core at 
which food searching is allowed. 
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(FDMN) used to test these hypotheses are realistic with 
respect to field observations of waste-corn density (Frederick 
et al. 1983). In the test of the distance to the farthest 
feeding area (MAXR) significantly decreased (JP<0.0001) when 
FDMN was increased. In the test of Eg* although waterfowl use 
days (WUD) were significantly different among FDMN treatments 
(JP<0.0001), only the lowest level of food density (FDMN=4.8) 
caused a significant decrease in WUD. 
In the testing of and it also was found that the 
relationships between food density, feeding dispersal, and 
waterfowl use days were important with respect to manipulation 
of hunter kill. At extremely high waste-corn density 
(FDMN=6.A, 600 kg/ha) mean annual hunting mortality was 4750 
geese. The harvest increased significantly, to 11,600 geese, 
when food density was reduced (FDMN=5.2, 180 kg/ha) because 
increased goose movement resulted in more hunting 
opportunities. But at the lowest level of food density 
(FDMN=4.8, 120 kg/ha), waterfowl use (WUD) declined (Table 4). 
This resulted in a drop in hunting mortality to 4730 geese. 
In the test of hypothesis 3, as ETM (mean time between 
when birds landed in a cornfield and when hunters disturbed 
them) decreased, WUD (waterfowl use days) declined (Table 4). 
The decline in WUD at the highest level of ETM (ETM=80) was 
evidently due to the random effect of total goose immigration 
(IMM) on population levels and not due to the treatment. WUP 
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(percentage of WUD before 1 December), however, increased 
(2= 15.3, ^ <0.0001), as ETM decreased, from 85.8 at ETM=80 to 
98.1 at ETM=5. Both amount and timing of waterfowl use are, 
therefore, affected by hunting pressure. The increase in 
hunting mortality, which resulted from the increase in hunting 
pressure, is not sufficient to account for the population 
changes. The increase in hunter disturbance increased 
waterfowl energy costs and led to early emigration. 
The fourth hypothesis was not rejected. WUD was not 
significantly different for the 3 treatments of RMAX (maximum 
distance from the refuge core at which food searching was 
allowed) (Table 4). Reduction of RMAX from 75 to 10 miles did 
not reduce feeding distances (HAXR=3.7 and 3.8, respectively) 
because movement beyond 10 miles was infrequent at RMAX=75. 
Although the 5—mile treatment level of RMAX did reduce 
movement (MAXR=2.7, _P<0.01), it had no effect on WUD. This is 
not unexpected because, according to Frederick and Klaas 
(1982) there was ample corn available within 5 miles of DeSoto 
Refuge to meet snow goose demand in 1976 and 1977. No attempt 
was made to reduce RMAX below 5 miles because of the small 
arena size and relatively large (1-mile) flock movement 
increments. 
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Management Experiments 
Eight of the 10 management treatments had significant 
effects on two or more experimental indicators (Table 5). 
Experiments 2, 6, and 7 had the greatest effect on waterfowl 
Table 5. Means of experimental indicators from 10 simulations 
for each of 10 management experiments 
Experiment Experimental indicator^ 
number PEAK WUD WUP SHMO MAXR 
control 148 3.58 85.3 6983 3.7 
1 230 4.17 86.7 14320*** 5.7*** 
2 205 6.21*** 63.0*** 994*** 1.5*** 
3 178* 3.74 90.1 10768** 4.3 
4 183 3.21 93.6** 9135* 7.4*** 
5 201** 3.85 92.0** 10624** 6.6*** 
6 212* 4.11* 86.2 9675* 2.9** 
7 187** 4.47** 81.3 0*** 4.9 
8 207* 3.80 90.1 11707** 4.6 
9 192 3.63 87.3 8254 4.1 
10 225 3.83 85.3 6983 3.7 
^PEAK=annual population peak (thousands of 
birds),WUD=number of goose use days (millions) from 15 
September - 5 February, WDP=percentage of WUD before 1 
December, SHMO=annual hunting mortality, MAXR=average daily 
distance (miles) from the core to the farthest feeding area. 
*Significantly different from control runs, jP<0.05. 
**P<0 .01 .  
***P<0.0001. 
use days (WUD). These experiments involved providing abundant 
corn (3,000 kg/ha) on the refuge (RFDMN=8.0), eliminating off-
refuge fall plowing (PAGTM(2,I,1)=0.0), and eliminating 
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hunting (ETM=240, HEF=0.0), respectively. In each experiment, 
WUD was higher than for control simulations. Providing extra 
waste corn on the refuge (Experiment 2) also caused the 
largest reduction in distances to the farthest feeding areas 
(MAXR) and, except for the direct elimination of hunting 
(Experiment 7), caused the largest reduction in hunting 
mortality (SHMO). The proportion of waterfowl use before 1 
December (WUP) was also reduced. 
Experiments 4 and 5 involved decreasing food density by 
50%, to 135 kg/ha (RFDMN=FDMN=4.9) and decreasing the 
proportion of fields planted in corn by 50% 
(RHAB(I)=HA3(1)=0.25), respectively. Although they did not 
reduce WUD, experiments 4 and 5 caused a significant increase 
ia WUP and associated increases in MAXR and SHMO (Table 5). 
In other words, a reduction in food supplies, both on and off 
of the refuge, caused waterfowl to emigrate earlier than 
normal without causing a significant decrease in waterfowl use 
days. The elimination of refuge corn (RFDMN=0) in experiment 
1 caused the largest increase in hunter kill but did not cause 
a significant increase in WUP because adequate food was 
obtained from off-refuge sources. 
By allowing fall plowing on refuge cornfields at the 
normal off-refuge rate (experiment 3), SHMO and WUP were 
increased (Table 5), but the increase in WUP was not quite 
significant (^=0.06). A similar effect was obtained by 
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doubling hunting pressure (experiment 8, ETM=22.5). Opening 
the refuge to hunting (experiments 9 and 10) had no effect on 
experimental indicators at the 0.05 level of significance. 
Because experiments 3, 5 and 8 involved either reducing 
waste-corn availability or increasing hunting pressure, the 
significant increase in peak snow goose population (PEAK) in 
those experiments (Table 5) was unexpected. The subtle 
effects of management treatments had less impact on population 
levels than the annual changes in immigration caused by 
factors external to the system. Immigration varied widely 
among stochastic runs. PEAK consequently ranged from 
approximately 100,000 to over 400,000 geese under the same 
management conditions in some experiments. The mean peak for 
the 10 control runs was somewhat lower than in subsequent 
control runs, thus the significance was probably due to 
chance. 
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DISCUSSION 
According to Forrester (1961), we should rely less 
exclusively on statistics and formal data and more on our 
store of descriptive information in formulating system models. 
The waterfowl refuging model is mechanistic in the sense that 
it was constructed from existing theory on system behavior and 
is not simply a set of equations fitted to experimental data 
(Tipton 1980). Some parts of the model (ex. food availability 
and immigration equations) are empirically based, but no 
quantitative empirical data on distances moved to feeding 
areas or on effects of food availability and energetics on 
emigration were available for model formulation. Assumptions 
about these relationships were quantified to develop a model 
that was plausible and consistent with knowledge of system 
behavior. Accuracy of predictions is secondary to the 
objective of modeling actual ecological relationships if the 
purpose is to learn about real system dynamics (Forrester 
1961). That feeding movements were validly simulated based on 
theory implies that observed behavior fits the theory and that 
the extent of observed movements into the arena are related to 
food availability and the random probability of birds finding 
available food. Although the refuging population level was 
validly modeled, it is not necessarily implied that food and 
energy are causal mechanisms for emigration responses. 
Immigration and unadjusted emigration rate, both empirically 
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produced, alone could produce a valid population model. But 
the model is capable of producing abnormal population levels 
when abnormal environmental conditions are simulated, as 
evidenced by the hypothesis tests and management experiments. 
Thus the results imply that the energy-emigration 
relationships built into the model are acceptable. Future 
implementation of management schemes and the ability of the 
model to predict resulting population changes will increase 
knowlege on the exact nature of these relationships. 
Methods of validation, empirically comparing model output 
to the real system, have inherent errors and problems (Tipton 
1980). The V^* statistic (Reynolds et al. 1981) provided a 
satisfactory test of model output, but caution must be used in 
interpreting the results. Because the statistic is sensitive 
to both differences in location and inflated simulation 
variance, and because it is a summation over the entire range 
of observations (over the entire season in this case), it is 
possible to accept an unacceptable model. One possible way 
for this to happen is to have an inflated simulation variance 
over half of the range, yielding a negative V2* value, and 
location errors over the other half, yielding a positive 
value. The cancelling effect of the two results in a non­
significant Vg* value. The V^* statistic is, however, a big 
improvement over methods that ignore inflated simulation 
variance. Although the statistic is not specifically designed 
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for testing time-series data, which are almost always 
correlated, the correlation should inflate the statistic, 
making the test for fit somewhat conservative. 
Empirical validation is but one of many tests of the 
ability of a model to simulate the system (Tipton 1980). 
Sensitivity analysis is potentially valuable for determining 
model usefulness (Miller 1974). Many of the parameters used 
in the refuging model lack any empirical basis and others are 
only known within a certain degree of precision (Appendix C). 
By perturbing these parameters and observing model output, the 
precision with which each must be estimated, in order to 
obtain useful predictability, can be determined. Sensitivity 
analysis can be used to objectively rank parameters with 
respect to their importance in determining certain model 
output (Rose and Swartzman 1981). Future research can then be 
directed to more precise estimation of parameters to which the 
model is most sensitive. For the refuging model, these would 
include waste-corn density (FDMN), the proportion of refuge 
fields planted in corn (RHAB), and digestion efficiency 
(OEFF). Although sensitivity tests of each individual 
parameter were not conducted, the method of combining 
parameters into macroparameters was sufficient to determine 
that output was not extremely sensitive to any one parameter 
(Steinhorst et al. 1978). This supports the usefulness of the 
model as a management tool, despite the lack of precise 
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empirical estimates of some input parameter values. 
By design, the waterfowl refuging model is a simplified 
version of the real system. Many assumptions, or hypotheses, 
are implied when model behavior is analogized to the more 
complex real world. Most of these assumptions are evident in 
the description of model structure and are too numerous to 
identify individually. One assumption that deserves special 
attention, however, is that competition for resources from 
other species can be ignored. The assumption may be 
acceptable because waste-corn density estimates account for 
some of the reduction in food due to consumption by other 
wildlife. But DeSoto Refuge attracts thousands of field-
feeding mallards (Anas platyrhynchos). Although they also eat 
waste corn, mallards seldom associate with feeding snow geese, 
thus competition is indirect. This effect could be 
incorporated into the model by systematically reducing food 
availability over the season to account for consumption by 
competitors, without actually simulating their feeding. 
Considering the importance of food availability to model 
outcome (sensitivity analysis and management experiment 
results), food consumption by mallards should be quantified in 
the future to determine its effect on snow goose behavior. 
The foraging behaviors of several central-place and 
refuging species have been described (Morrison 1978b, 
Andersson 1981, Getty 1981). Hamilton and Watt (1970) present 
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an equation for calculating refuging arena size based on 
several system parameters. Their formula, however, predicts 
that as food density increases, the maximum distance moved by 
members of the population (MAXR) will increase. The opposite 
was observed by Andersson (1981) for foraging whinchats 
(Saxicola rubetra). An alternative to the Hamilton and Watt 
approach is the model presented by Morrison (1978a). His 
model, which simulates the searching behavior of refuging 
fruit bats, describes a system where increases in patches of 
food or food density result in reduced feeding distances. His 
model also explains the perplexing observations of refuging 
animals feeding several times farther from the core than the 
nearest food supply. To always find the nearest waste 
cornfield, refuging snow geese would essentially have to 
search for food by flying a path that spiraled out from the 
refuge core. But because food supplies in the area nearest 
the core become depleted first, a radial flight path, taking 
the birds directly into less exploited areas would minimize 
average search time, even though a waste cornfield much closer 
to the core would often be missed. 
Morrison (1978a) also discussed the relative importance 
of search time versus commuting time (returning to a previous 
food patch), an important concept in analyzing field-feeding 
waterfowl refuging. If waterfowl seek to minimize flying and 
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feeding time, their searching flights and field-selection 
criteria should yield an optimum balance between searching, 
commuting, and feeding time. By perturbing appropriate model 
parameters, the searching behavior that results in the lowest 
combined feeding-flying time could be determined for snow 
geese at DeSoto Refuge and compared to observed behavior. 
Thus the model could be used to test the efficiency of 
observed behavior and to make implications about selection 
pressures. 
The model validly simulates refuging behavior of fall-
migrating snow geese and can be used to simulate the effects 
of various management scenarios. The stated objective of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service waterfowl refuge program is to 
provide quality habitat which will support 1.7 billion use-
days by waterfowl (U.S.F.W.S. and U.S.D.I. 1976). By using 
the waterfowl refuging model as one of their tools, DeSoto 
Refuge managers can explore alternative management schemes to 
help determine how much the refuge can contribute to the 
overall objective. The model also can be modified for use 
with different species on other refuges by changing input 
parameter values. Management experiments other than those 
presented here could easily be conducted. Although the 
model's validity has been established, the significance of a 
model will be judged by how well it serves its purpose 
(Forrester 1961). If the purpose of this model is to aid in 
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waterfowl refuge management, evaluation must ultimately await 
model implementation. 
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APPENDIX A: FORTRAN PROGRAM OF THE WATERFOWL REFUGING MODEL 
00001  
00002 
00003 
00004 
00005 
00006  
00007 
00008 
00009 
0 0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1 1  
0 0 0 1 2  
00013 
00014 
00015 
00016 
00017 
00018  
00019 
00020 
0 0 0 2 1  
00022  
00023 
00024 
00025 
00026  
00027 
00028 
00029 
00030 
00031 
00032 
00033 
00034 
00035 
* 
G. 
G. 
C. 
C. 
C. 
C. 
C. 
C. 
C. 
C. 
C. , 
C. , 
C. , 
C. , 
C • < 
********************************* 
* * 
* REFMOD, THE POST-BREEDING, * 
* FIELD-FEEDING, * 
* REFUGING WATERFOWL * 
* ENERGETICS SIMULATION * 
* MODEL. * 
* * 
********************************* 
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM 
ALL VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS ARE DECLARED AND DIMENSIONED, 
AND COMMON BLOCKS ARE DEFINED 
NSIZ,NFLDS,NHABS, 
FLDTYP(35,73,4),B 
INTEGER  
WT 
K 
REAL FLDS 
U A D / 
RHAB 
GRDS 
PIMM 
ARDAM 
REAL SDIR, 
ET,EDT 
HMRM,HMRSD,DEJG, 
SACSD,AFD,BFD,RMAX R,BR,WANT,EMI,IMM,0LD,FBAL,MAR(2), 
ISION ISEED,JSEED 
YP,FLDSIZ,AGTRMT,F00DEN,NFLDS,NHABo 
/ETM,ETSD,HSB,HSE,DAY,HEF,HDKP,GNUM 
cr> 
DOUBLE 
COMMON 
COMMON 
00036 
00037 
00038 
00039 
00040 
00041 
00042 
00043 
00044 
00045 
00046 
00047 
00048 
00049 
00050 
00051 
00052 
00053 
00054 
00055 
00056 
00057 
00058 
00059 
00060 
00061 
00062 
00063 
00064 
00065 
00066 
00067 
00068 
00069 
00070 
* 
COMMON/LAB 2/MAR,SACSD,SACM,PSAC,POP,R,PIMM,PISD,ARDAM,ARDASD, 
if LVDAM,LVDASD,ARDA,LVDA,NCEN 
COMMON/LAB 3/BC.MFLY 
C0MM0N/LAB4/BCC,BSIZ,SA 
COMMON/LAB 5/CEC,DEFF,DEE,DEI 
COMMON/LAB 6/GROW,EBAL,STRAT,PFCON 
COMMON/LAB 7/B,WV 
COMMON/LAB 8/T,XCOR,YCOR,XL0C,YL0C,GSPD 
COMMON/LAB 9/REMOST.RWMOST.RSTART,REND 
COMMON/LAB10/EMOST,WMOST 
COMMON/LAB 11/PAGTM,PAGTSD 
COMMON/LAB 1 2/EMI, IMM, LF, EMRM, EMRSD , HllRM, HMRSD, HMO , NHMO , RED , REL, OLD 
C0MM0N/LAB13/AR,BR,LDIR 
COMMON/LAB 14/FMAX,AFD,BFD,FRAT,WANT,LSAT,MPLSAT,SNOC,EDT,MAXET 
C • • • 
C... OUTPUT HEADINGS ARE WRITTEN AND VARIABLES CONTROLLING THE JOB 
C... ARE READ FROM FILE 12 
C • • • ON 
WRITE(6,8888) * 
READ(12)NSIM,JSEED,lEXP,ITMT 
C • • • 
C... NSIM SIMULATIONS ARE RUN IN A SINGLE JOB 
C • • • 
DO 1 NS=1,NSIM 
C e * #  
C... ALL MODEL INPUT VALUES ARE READ FROM FILE 11 
C • • • 
READ(ll)NSIZ,NHAB S,NFLDS,GRDSIZ,BDAY,EDAY,FRSTDA,LASTDA,NAGINC, 
H NAGT,NCEN,DT,GSPD,SDIR,RPER,MDEN,MSIZ.PACC,XCOR,YCOR,RMAX, 
if FMAX, MAXET, MAXT , MPLSAT , LSAT, EDT , AFD , BFD , SACSD , WUPD , CP , 
if TMIN , MFLY, NWS , DEFF, CEC , RSTART, REND, STRAT, DE JG , FBAL, 
if DEE, RED , REL , HDKP , HEF , ESCP , EMRM, EMRSD , HMRM, HMRSD , LF 
READ(ll)(EMOST(I),I=1,NSIZ),(WMOST(I),1=1,NSIZ),(HAB(I),FDMN(I), 
i f  FDSD(I),AFDSD(I),I=1,NHABS), (FSMN (I ) , FSSD (I ) , 1 = 1, 
if NFLDS) , ( ( (PAGTMd, J,K) ,PAGTSD(I, J,K) ,I = 1,NAGT) , J = l, 
00071 
00072 
00073 
00074 
00075 
00076 
00077 
00078 
00079 
00080 
00081  
00082  
00083 
00084 
00085 
00086 
00087 
00088 
00089 
00090 
00091 
00092 
00093 
00094 
00095 
00096 
00097 
00098 
00099 
00100 
00101  
00102 
00103 
00104 
00105 
* 
NAGINC),K=1,2),(FDRED(I),1=1,NAGT),ARDAM,ARDASD,LVDAM, 
LVDASD, (PIMM(I) ,PISD (I), ( SACM ( I, J ) , J= 1, 4 ) , I =• 1, NC EN ) 
READ(11)((WVAM(I,J),WVSD(I,J),J=1,4),I=1,NWS),(AWVSD(I),1=1,4), 
(BSIZ(I),I=1,4),(BCC(I),I=1,5),((BC(I,J),I=1,7),J=1,3), 
(ETM(I),ETSD(I),1=1,4),(HSB(I),HSE(I),I=1,2), 
(REMOST(I),I=RSTART,REND),(RWMOST(I),I=RSTART,REND), 
(RHAB(I),RFDMN(I),RFDSD(I),RAFDSD(I),I=1,NHABS), 
(RFSMN(I),RFSSD(I),I=1,NFLDS) 
G • • • 
C... AN INITIAL VALUE FOR ISEED IS DETERMINED 
C • • « 
CALL CLOCK(IX,IR) 
ISEED=DFLOAT(IR) 
IF(JSEED.GE.2.D0)ISEED=JSEED 
C. . . 
C... INITILIZE VARIABLES 
C. . . 
NUMR=0 o, 
SUMR=0. 
PEAK=0. 
EBAL=0. 
T=LF 
ET=0. 
PFCON=0. 
WUD=0. 
GNUM=0. 
OLD=0. 
IMM=0. 
EMI=0. 
HMO=0. 
SHMO=0. 
NHMO=0 
FL0C=0 
YL0C=0. 
XLOC=0. 
0 0 1  
001  
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001  
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001  
001  
001 
001: 
001 
001 
* 
c • • • 
C... DEFINE AGING 
AGINC=(LASTDA-FRSTDA+1)/NAGINC 
c • • • 
C... CALL THE HMAP SUBROUTINE TO MAP THE DISTRIBUTION OF FIELDS 
C... IN THE ENTIRE ARENA, THEN CALL HMAP TO MAP THE FIELD 
C... DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE REFUGE 
C * « * 
CALL HMAP(GRDSIZ,HAB,FDMN,FDSD,AFDSD,FSMN,FSSD,ISEED, 
i f  1,NSIZ,EM0ST,WM0ST) 
CALL HMAP(GRDSIZ,RHAB,RFDMN,RFDSD,RAFDSD,RFSMN,RFSSD,ISEED, 
// RSTART.REND, REM0ST,RWM0ST) 
C • • t 
C... CALL THE PGEN SUBROUTINE, GENERATING A TYPICAL REFUGE 
C... POPULATION FOR THE SEASON 
C • • • 
CALL PGEN(ISEED) -j 
C. . . 
C... CALL WGEN TO GENERATE WEATHER 
C • • • 
CALL WGEN(WVAR,WVAM,WVSD,AWVSD,NWS,CP,BDAY.EDAY,ISEED) 
C • • • 
C... THE SEGMENT UP TO FORTRAN STATEMENT #1000 IS EXECUTED FOR EACH 
C... DAY FROM BDAY TO EDAY 
C • • • 
DO 1000 DAY=BDAY,EDAY 
C • • • 
C... DEFINE SUBSCRIPTING VARIABLES K, KK, AND P 
C • • • 
K=DAY-ARDA+1 
KK-DAY-BDAY+1 
P»DAY-FRSTDA 
C • • • 
C... THE AGOP SUBROUTINE IS CALLED EVERY AGING DAYS AND SIMULATES 
00141 
00142 
00143 
00144 
00145 
00146 
00147 
00148 
00149 
00150 
00151 
00152 
00153 
00154 
00155 
00156 
00157 
00158 
00159 
00160 
0 0 1 6 1  
0 0 1 6 2  
00163 
00164 
00165 
00166  
00167 
0 0 1 6 8  
00169 
00170 
00171 
00172 
00173 
00174 
00175 
* 
C... HARVEST AND PLOWING OPERATIONS 
C • • • 
IF ((MOD(P,AGING).EQ.0).AND.(DAY.GE.FRSTDA).AND.(DAY.LT.LASTDA)) 
i l  GALL AG0P(P/AGINC + 1,FDRED,NAGT,ISEED, 1,NSIZ) 
C • . • 
C... THE REFUGE POPULATION (GNUM) IS ALTERED BY THE FUNCTION PALT 
C. . . 
IF(DAY.GE.ARDA)GNUM=PALT(DAY,GNUM,ISEED,K,T,ET) 
C. . . 
C... WEATHER DATA AND SEX-AGE DATA FOR THE DAY ARE TRANSFERRED INTO 
C... SMALL TEMPORARY ARRAYS 
C. . . 
DO 15 1=1,4 
WV(I)=WVAR(KK,I) 
SA(I)=PSAC(K,I) 
15 CONTINUE 
G • • . 
C... IF THE POPULATION IS ZERO, FURTHER CALCULATIONS ARE BYPASSED 
C. • • 
IF(GNUM.LE.0.)G0 TO 17 
C « » • 
C... EBAL AND GROW ARE CALCULATED. 
C. • • 
EBAL=((GNUM-IMM)*EBAL+IMM*FBAL)/GNUM 
IF(K.GE.1)GR0W=((PSAC(K,3)+PSAC(K,4))/GNUM)*DEJG 
C • • • 
C... SNOC IS CALCULATED FROM SNOW DEPTH 
C • • • 
SNOC«EXP(ESCP*WVAR(KK, 4)) 
C • • • 
C... DAILY MOVEMENTS ARE SIMULATED BY THE GFLY SUBROUTINE. FOOD 
C... SEARCH (FSCH) AND FEEDING (FEED) SUBROUTINES ARE CALLED 
C... FROM WITHIN GFLY 
G. . • 
CALL GFLY(DT,SDIR,RPER,MDEN,MSIZ,PACC,ISEED,NSIZ,FLOG, 
00176 // ET,GNUM,RMAX,MAXT,TMIN,FCON) 
00177 C • • • 
00178 C • • • DAILY ACTIVITY AND ENERGY BUDGETS ARE CALCULATED BY THE GACT 
00179 c • • • AND ENRG SUBROUTINES, RESPECTIVELY, AND DEG AND EBAL ARE 
00180 c « t • CALCULATED 
00181 c • • • 
00182 c • • • THE POPULATION IS ALTERED BY HUNTING MORTALITY 
00183 c • • • 
00184 CALL GACT(T,ET) 
00185 CALL ENRG(FC0N,GNUM) 
00186 IF(NHMO.GT.0)HMO=HMO/NHMO 
00187 GNUM=GNUM-HMO 
00188 DEG=DEI-DEE 
00189 EBAL=EBAL+DEG-GROW-STRAT 
00190 IF(GNUM.LE.0.)EBAL=0. 
00191 c • • • 
00192 c • • • SUMMARY VARIABLES AMD FCON ARE UPDATED AT THE END OF EACH DAY 
00193 c • • • 
00194 PFC0N=FC0N 
00195 NUMR=NUMR+1 
00196 SUMR=SUMR+AR 
00197 GO TO 18 
00198 17 CONTINUE 
00199 18 CONTINUE 
00200 WUD=WUD+GNUM 
00201 IF(DAY.EQ.WUPD)WUP=WUD 
00202 SHM0=SHM0+HM0 
00203 IF(GNUM.GT.PEAK)PEAK=GNUM 
00204 1000 CONTINUE 
00205 C • • • 
00206 G • • • OUTPUT DATA FOR EACH SIMULATED SEASON ARE WRITTEN AND THE 
00207 C • • • INPUT FILE IS REWOUND FOR THE NEXT SIMULATION 
00208 G • • • 
00209 WUP=100.*WUP/WUD 
00210 MAXR=SUMR/NUMR 
* 
0 0 2 1 1  
0 0 2 1 2  
00213 
00214 
00215 
0 0 2 1 6  
00217 
0 0 2 1 8  
00219 
0 0 2 2 0  
0 0 2 2 1  
0 0 2 2 2  
00223 
00224 
00225 
0 0 2 2 6  
00227 
0 0 2 2 8  
00229 
00230 
00231 
00232 
00233 
00234 
00235 
00236 
00237 
00238 
00239 
00240 
00241 
00242 
00243 
00244 
00245 
* 
WRITE(6,8999)lEXP,ITMT,PEAK,WUD,WUP,SHMO,MAXR 
REWINDl1 
1 CONTINUE 
C • • • 
C... FORMATS FOR MAIN PROGRAM OUTPUT FOLLOW. THE RUN IS COMPLETED 
8888 FORMAT('l','EXPR TRMT ',4X,'PEAK',11X,'GUSE',11X,'%USE',11X, 
// 'HUNT',llX,'MAXR'/'0') 
8999 FORMAT(' ',I3,3X,I3,1X,F10.0,5X,F10.0,5X,F10.1,5X,F10.0,5X,F10.1) 
STOP 
END 
C • • • 
c,, ,  ********************************* 
c , .  .  *  *  
C... * SUBROUTINE * 
C... * HMAP * 
C. .. * * 
C,,, ********************************* 
c • • • 
C... THIS SUBPROGRAM CREATES A GRID MAP OF THE STUDY AREA, ASSIGNING 
C... A SIZE, CROP, AND FOOD DENSITY TO EACH OF THE LARGEST FIELDS 
C... IN EACH SQUARE. 
C. . . 
C... DECLARATION AND COMMON STATEMENTS FOLLOW 
C « « * 
SUBROUTINE HMAP(GRDSIZ,HAB,FDMN,FDSD,AFDSD,FSMN,FSSD,ISEED, 
if BEGIN,FINISH,EMOST,WMOST) 
INTEGER NFLDS,NHABS,EMOST(73),WMOST(73), 
# FLDTYP(35,73,4),AGTRMT(35,73,4),P,Q,H,BEGIN,FINISH 
REAL FLDSIZ(35,73,4),FOODEN(3 5,73,4),HAB(2),AFDSD(2), 
» FSSUM,FSMN(4),FSSD(4),FDMN(2),FDSD(2),GRDSIZ 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
COMMON FLDTYP,FLDSIZ,AGTRMT,FOODEN,NFLDS,NHABS 
N=NHABS-1 
C. . . 
00246 
00247 
00248 
00249 
00250 
00251 
00252 
00253 
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00255 
00256 
00257 
00258 
00259 
0 0 2 6 0  
0 0 2 6 1  
00262  
00263 
00264 
00265 
0 0 2 6 6  
00267 
00268 
00269 
00270 
00271 
00272 
00273 
00274 
00275 
00276 
00277 
00278 
00279 
00280  
A 
C... THIS SEGMENT CONVERTS HAB VALUES FROM SIMPLE TO CUMULATIVE 
C... PROPORTIONS AND SELECTS A VALUE FOR FDMN FROM ITS DISTRIBUTION 
C • • • 
DO 10 1=1,N 
FDMN(I)=RNOR(FDMN(I),AFDSD(I),ISEED) 
HAB(I+1)=HAB(I+1)+HAB(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
FDMN(NHABS)=RNOR(FDMN(NHABS),AFDSD(NHABS),ISEED) 
C • • • 
C... THE SEGMENT UP TO FORTRAN STATEMENT //I IS EXECUTED FOR EACH 
C... GRID SQUARE 
C • • • 
DO 1 J=BEGIN,FINISH 
P=WMOST(J) 
Q"EMOST(J) 
DO 2 I=P,Q 
C • • • 
C... VARIABLE INITIALIZATION -j 
f* 1/ • • • 
FSSUM«=0.0 
M=0 
C • • • 
C... THE SEGMENT TO FORTRAN STATEMENT //3 IS EXECUTED FOR EACH OF THE 
C... NFLDS LARGEST FIELDS IN EACH GRID 
C • • • 
DO 3 K=l,NFLDS 
C • • • 
C... AGTRMT IS INITIALIZED AND A SIZE IS ASSIGNED TO THE FIELD 
C... (FLDSIZ) FROM A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION VIA THE RNOR FUNCTION 
C • • • 
AGTRMTd, J,K) = 0 
FLDSIZ(I,J,K)=RNOR(FSMN(K),FSSD(K),ISEED) 
IF(FLDSIZ(I,J,K).LT.O.)FLDSIZ(I,J,K)=0. 
FSSUM=FSSUM »-PLDSIZ (I, J,K) 
IF(FSSUM.LT.GRDSIZ)GO TO 4 
0 0 2 8 1  
0 0 2 8 2  
00283 
00284 
00285 
00286  
00287 
00288  
00289 
00290 
00291 
00292 
00293 
00294 
00295 
00296 
00297 
00298 
00299 
00300 
00301 
00302 
00303 
00304 
00305 
00306 
00307 
00308 
00309 
00310 
00311 
00312 
00313 
00314 
00315 
* 
G • • f 
C... IF THE SUM SIZE OF ALL FIELDS IS GREATER THAN THE GRID SIZE, 
C... APPROPRIATE FIXUP CORRECTS THE K'TH FIELD SIZE AND ASSIGNS 
C... SUBSEQUENT FIELDS IN THE GRID ZERO VALUES 
C • • t 
FLDSIZ(I,J,K)=GRDSIZ-FSSUM+FLDSIZ(I, J,K) 
IF(K.EQ.NFLDS)GO TO 4 
H=K+1 
DO 5 M=H,NFLDS 
FOODEN (I,J,M)=0. 
FLDSIZ(I,J,M)=0. 
FLDTYPd, J,M)«=0 
AGTRMT(I,J,M)=0 
5 CONTINUE 
C • • • 
C... A CROP (FLDTYP) IS ASSIGNED FROM A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
C... (EXTERNAL FUNCTION GGUBFS IS AN IMSL SUBROUTINE EXTERNAL 
C... TO THE PROGRAM THAT RETURNS A UNIFORM DEVIATE (0,1) GIVEN ^ 
C... A DOUBLE PRECISION SEED ^ 
C • t • 
4 CONTINUE 
RAND=GGUBFS(ISEED) 
DO 7 L=1,NHABS 
IF(RAND.GT.HAB(L))G0 TO 8 
FLDTYPd, J,K)=L 
GO TO 9 
8 CONTINUE 
7 CONTINUE 
C • • • 
C... A FOOD DENSITY (FOODEN) IS ASSIGNED TO THE FIELD 
C • • • 
9 CONTINUE 
FOODENd, J,K)=EXP(RN0R(FDMN(L),FDSD(L),ISEED))-1 
IF(FOODEN(I,J,K).GT.10.*EXP(FDMN(L)))GO TO 9 
IF(FOODEN(I,J,K).LT.O.)F00DEN(I,J,K)=0. 
00316 C • • • 
00317 G • • • IF THE ENTIRE AREA IN A GRID HAS BEEN MAPPED, THE PROCESSING 
00318 C • « • MOVES TO THE NEXT GRID 
00319 C • • • 
00320 IF(M.GE.NFLDS)GO TO 6 
00321 3 CONTINUE 
00322 6 CONTINUE 
00323 2 CONTINUE 
00324 1 CONTINUE 
00325 C • • • 
00326 C • • • THE AREA HAS BEEN MAPPED AND EXECUTION RETURNS TO THE MAIN 
00327 C t • • PROGRAM 
00328 C • • • 
00329 RETURN 
00330 END 
00331 G • • • 
00332 C • • • ******************** 
00333 C • • « FUNCTION RNOR 
00334 C t • • ******************** 
00335 C • • • 
00336 G • • • THIS FUNCTION RETURNS A RANDOM NUMBER FROM A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
00337 C • • • WITH MEAN RMN AND STANDARD DEVIATION RSD 
00338 G • t • 
00339 FUNCTION RNOR (RMN,RSD,ISEED) 
00340 DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
00341 1 CONTINUE 
00342 R1=GGUBFS(ISEED) 
00343 IF(Rl.LE.O.)G0 TO 1 
00344 RNOR=RMN-0. 7071068*ALOG(R1)*GOS(6. 2 83185*GGUBFS (ISEED))*RSD 
00345 RETURN 
00346 END 
00347 G # # # 
00348 G • • • ******************************** 
00349 G • • • * * 
00350 C • • • * SUBROUTINE * 
* 
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00380 
00381 
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00383 
00384 
00385 
* 
G... * AGOP * 
C. .. * * 
G , « ,  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C • • • 
C... THIS SUBPROGRAM SIMULATES HARVEST AND PLOWING OPERATIONS AND 
C... ALTERS THE AVAILABILITY OF FOOD ACCORDINGLY 
C • • • 
C... DECLARATION AND COMMON STATEMENTS FOLLOW 
C • • • 
SUBROUTINE AGOP(L,FDRED,NAGT,ISEED,BEGIN,FINISH) 
INTEGER NFLDS,NHABS,EM0ST(73),WM0ST(73).BEGIN,FINISH, 
it FLDTYP(35, 73,4) ,NAGT,AGTRMT05, 73,4) ,P,G,H. 
# REMOST(73),RWM0ST(73),RSTART,REND 
REAL FLDSIZ(35, 73, 4),FOODEN (35, 73,4), 
// PAGTM(2, 10,2), PAGTSD(2, 1 0, 2 ) , AGT ( 4 , 2 ) , FDRED ( 2 ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
COMMON FLDTYP,FLDSIZ,AGTRMT,FOODEN,NFLDS,NHABS 
C0MM0N/LAB9/REM0ST,RWM0ST,RSTART,REND 
COMMON/LAB10/EMOST,WMOST 
COMMON/LAB11/PAGTM,PAGTSD 
C • • • 
C... THE SEGMENT UP TO FORTRAN STATEMENT #15 IS EXECUTED FOR THE 
C... WHOLE ARENA, THEN FOR THE GRIDS WITHIN THE REFUGE BOUNDARY 
C... WHERE HARVEST AND PLOWING MAY OCCUR AT DIFFERENT RATES 
C • • • 
DO 15 N=l,2 
DO 3 M=1,NAGT 
C • t • 
C... THIS SEGMENT ASSIGNS A PROPORTION TO EACH AGRICULTURAL TREATMENT 
C... (HARVESTED, PLOWED, ETC.) FOR PERIOD L FROM A NORMAL 
C... DISTRIBUTION 
C • • • 
1 CONTINUE 
AGT(M,N)=RNOR(PAGTM(M,L,N),PAGTSD(M,L,N),ISEED) 
IF((AGT(M,N).LT.O.).OR.(AGT(M,N).GT.1.))GO TO 1 
00390 
00391 
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00408 
00409 
00410 
00411 
00412 
00413 
00414 
00415 
00416 
00417 
00418 
00419 
00420 
* 
IF(L.EQ.1)G0 TO 2 
IF(AGT(M,N).LT.PAGTM(M,L-I,N))GO TO 1 
2 CONTINUE 
PAGTM(M,L,N)=AGT(M,N) 
3 CONTINUE 
C • • « 
C... THIS SEGMENT CONVERTS AGT VALUES FROM CUMULATIVE TO SIMPLE 
C... PROPORTIONS 
G • • • 
IF((NAGT.EQ.1).OR.(L.GT.1))G0 TO 14 
DO 4 M=2,NAGT 
AGT(M,N)=PAGTM(M,L,N)/PAGTM(M-1,L,N) 
4 CONTINUE 
GO TO 7 
14 CONTINUE 
AGT(1,N)=(PAGTM(1,L,N)-PAGTM(1,L-1,N))/(1-PAGTM(1,L-1,N)) 
IF(NAGT.EQ.1)G0 TO 7 
DO 5 M=2,NAGT 
AGT(M,N)=(PAGTM(M,L,N)-PAGTM(M,L-1,N))/(PAGTM(M-1,L,N)-
H PAGTM(M,L-1,N)) 
5 CONTINUE 
7 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE 
C • . . 
C... ALL FIELD TREATMENTS (AGTRMT) ARE UPDATED FROM A UNIFORM 
C... DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT PROPORTIONS (AGT) 
C • • • 
DO 13 J=BEGIN,FINISH 
G=WMOST(J) 
H=EMOST(J) 
DO 12 I=G,H 
N = 1 
IF((J.LT.RSTART).OR.(J.GT.REND)) GO TO 16 
IF((I.GE.RHMOST(J)).AND.(I.LE.REMOST(J)))N=2 
16 CONTINUE 
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* 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
C • • • 
G • • • 
C • • • 
C « • 
C. . 
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c  •  •  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
DO 11 K=1,NFLDS 
IF((FLDTYP(I,J,K) .GE.NHABS) .OR. (FLDTYPd, J,K).EQ.O))GO TO 10 
DO 9 P=1,NAGT 
IF(AGTRMT(I,J,K).GE.P)GO TO 8 
RAND=GGUBFS(rSEED) 
IF(RAND.GT.AGT(P,N))GO TO 10 
AGTRMTd, J,K)=P 
FOODEN d,J,K)=F00DEN(1,J,K)*FDRED(P) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
EXECUTION IS RETURNED TO THE MAIN PROGRAM 
RETURN 
END 
******************************** 
* * 
* SUBROUTINE * 
* PGEN * 
* * 
******************************** 
THIS SUBPROGRAM GENERATES A TYPICAL REFUGE POPULATION OVER A 
SEASON. ONE OPTION ALLOWS INPUT OF SPECIFIC CENSUS DATA AND 
INTERPOLATES THE POPULATION SIZE FOR DAYS WHEN NO DATA IS 
AVAILABLE. OPTION 2 GENERATES A HYPOTHETICAL POPULATION 
USING PAST YEARS DATA AND A RANDOM GENERATOR. 
DECLARATION AND COMMON FOLLOW 
VO 
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* 
SUBROUTINE PGEN(ISEED) 
INTEGER R(150),DAZ,ARDA,LVDA,Q,P,NCEN,P0P0P 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
REAL PIM(20),PISD(150),INC,POP(150), 
it ARDAM,ARDAS1),LVDAM,LVDASD,PIMM(150) ,QUE, 
// PSAC(150,4),SACM(150,4),SACSD,MAR(2) 
COMMON/LAB 2/MAR,SACSD,SACM,PSAC,POP,R,PIMM,PISD,ARDAM,ARDASD, 
if LVDAM,LVDASD, ARDA,LVDA,NCEN 
C • • • 
C... IF NCEN /= 20, OPTION 1 IS USED AND PROCESSING SKIPS TO FORTRAN 
C... STATEMENT #50. OTHERWISE OPTION 2 IS USED AND VARIABLES ARE 
C... INITIALIZED 
C t « • 
IF(NCEN.NE.20)GO TO 50 
ARDA=INT(RN0R(ARDAM,ARDASD,ISEED)) 
LVDA=INT(RNOR(LVDAM,LVDASD,ISEED)) 
Q=0 
QUE»0 on 
C. . . ° 
C... AGE RATIO (SACM) IS SELECTED FROM ITS DISTRIBUTION 
C. . . 
MAR(1)=RN0R(1.,SACSD,ISEED) 
DO 7 1=1,20 
MAR(2)=MAR(1)+(1.-MAR(1))/(SACM(I,1)+SACM(I,2)) 
DO 21 J=l,2 
SACM(I,J)= SACM(I,J)*MAR(2) 
SACM(I,J+2)=SACM(I,J+2)*MAR(1) 
21 CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 
C. . . 
C... TWENTY CENSUS VALUES OF 5-DAY POPULATION AVERAGES ARE ASSIGNED 
C... FROM A LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION WITH AN UPPERBOUND OF 5 TIMES 
C... THE MEAN VALUE 
C. . . 
PIM(I)=EXP(RNOR(PIMM(I),PISD(I),ISEED)) 
00491 
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00525 
A  
IF(PIH(I).GT.5.*EXP(PIMM(I)))G0 TO 9 
7 CONTINUE 
c  •  •  •  
C... THE SEGMENT UP TO FORTRAN STATEMENT //I IS EXECUTED FOR EACH DAY 
C... BETWEEN ARDA AND LVDA 
C. • . 
DO 1 J=ARDA,LVDA 
K=J-ARDA+1 
R(K)=J 
C. . . 
C... THE PROPER CENSUS VALUE IS SELECTED FOR DAY J AND IS CONVERTED 
C... TO AN INCREMENT OF INCREASE PER DAY THAT VARIES RANDOMLY 
C... (+ OR - ClOOO) OVER THE PERIOD I 
I=(J-265)/5 
IF(I.LE.0)1=1 
IF(I.GT.20)1=20 
IF((K.EQ.1).AND.(I.GT.1))G0 TO 4 
Q=Q-1 
IF(Q.GT.O)GO TO 6 
N = 5 
IF(I.EQ.1)N=2 75-ARDA 
IF(I.EQ.20)N=LVDA-364 
12 CONTINUE 
Q=N 
IF(K.EQ.1)G0 TO 6 
PIM(I)=PIM(I)-POP(K-l)-QUE 
6 CONTINUE 
INC=PIM(I)/N 
INC-INC+AMINl(0.5*INC,2000.)*(GGUBFS(ISEGD)-O.5) 
C. . • 
C... HALF OF THE TIME NO IMMIGRATION OR EMIGRATION IS ALLOWED AND 
C... THE INCREMENT IS HELD IN A QUEUE (QUE) 
C. . . 
IF(GGUBFS(ISEED).LE.0.5)GO TO 10 
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* 
INC=INC+QUE 
QUE = 0 
c!!.* THE POPULATION IS UPDATED BY THE INCREMENT (INC) 
C • • • 
11 CONTINUE 
IF(K.EQ.1)G0 TO 2 
P0P(K)=P0P(K-1)+INC 
GO TO 3 
10 CONTINUE 
QUE=QUE+INC 
INC = 0 
GO TO 11 
2 CONTINUE 
P0P(1)=INC 
GO TO 3 
4 CONTINUE 
L=I-1 
DO 5 M=1,L 
PIM(I)=PIM(I)+PIM(M) 
5 CONTINUE 
N=5-M0D(J,5) 
Q-N 
GO TO 0 
3 CONTINUE 
IF(POP(K).LT.0)POP(K)=0 
1 CONTINUE 
61 CONTINUE 
DAZ=LVDA-ARDA+1 
C... THE POPULATION HAS BEEN GENERATED AND PROCESSING IS RETURNED 
C... TO THE MAIN PROGRAM 
c • • • 
RETURN 
C • • • 
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c  •  •  
c . .  
c  •  •  
C t t 
c  «  •  
c  •  •  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c  •  •  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
UNDER OPTION 1 THE POPULATION IS SIMPLY INTERPOLATED FROM 
INPUT CENSUS DATA 
50 CONTINUE 
ARDA=PISD(1) 
LVDA=PISD(NCEN) 
1=1 
DO 51 J=ARDA,LVDA 
K=J-ARDA+1 
R(K)=J 
IF(J.GT,PISD(I+1))I=I+1 
P0P(K)=PIMM(I)+((J-PISD(I))/(PISD(I+1)-PISD(I))) 
// *(PIMM(I + l)-PIMM(I) ) 
51 CONTINUE 
GO TO 61 
END 
******************************* 
* * 
* SUBROUTINE * 
* GFLY * 
* * 
******************************* 
THIS SUBPROGRAM SIMULATES MOVEMENT OF THE REFUGE POPULATION 
INTO THE ARENA 
DECLARATION AND COMMON STATEMENTS FOLLOW 
SUBROUTINE GFLY(DT,SDIR,RPER,MDEN,MSIZ,PACC,ISEED,NSIZ,FLOG, 
'/ ET,GNUM,RMAX,MAXT,TMIN,FCON) 
INTEGER FLOG,VNUM,ILOC,JLOC,NSIZ,EMOST(73),WMOST(73) 
REAL T,DT,DIST,MDIR,XLOC,YLOC,XCOR,YGOR,XMOV,YMOV,SDIR,FCON, 
f NDEV,GSPD,RPER,MDEN,MSIZ,PAGC,TMIN,AR,BR,DR,LDIR,ET.MAXT, 
f GNUM,RMAX 
00 
w 
00596 DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
00597 COMMON/LAB 8/T,XCOR.YCOR,XLOC,YLOC,GSPD 
00598 COMMON/LAB 10/EMO S T,WMO S T 
00599 C0MM0N/LAB13/AR,BR,LDIR 
00600 C. • • 
00601 C. . . VARIABLES ARE INITILIZED. DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT IS SELECTED 
00602 C. FROM A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
00603 C. 
00604 DR = 0. 
00605 BR=0. 
00606 AR=0. 
00607 VNUM=0 
00608 DIST=DT*GSPD/60. 
00609 MDIR=GGUBFS(ISEED) 
00610 ET = 0. 
00611 FCON=0. 
00612 T = 0. 
00613 C. 
00614 C. TWO ROUND-TRIP MOVEMENTS ARE SIMULATED PER DAY 
00615 C. 
00616 DO 77 IPD=1,2 
00617 C. 
00618 C. IF THE PREVIOUS FEEDING TRIP WAS SUCCESSFUL, BIRDS RETURN TO 
00619 C. THE GRID WHERE THEY PREVIOUSLY FED. OTHERWISE VARIABLES ARE 
00620 C. INITIALIZED. PROCESSING TRANSFERS TO STATEMENT //I 
00621 C. 
00622 IF(FLOG.EQ.2)T=T+FBAK(XC0R,YCOR,XLOC,YLOC,GSPD) 
00623 IF(FL0C.EQ.2)G0 TO 1 
00624 PLOC=0 
00625 XLOC=XCOR 
00626 YLOC=YGOR 
00627 GO TO 1 
00628 C. 
00629 C. FLIGHT CONTINUES. GEESE TURN ACCORDING TO A WRAPPED NORMAL 
00630 C. DISTRIBUTION. IF FLYING TIME EXCEEDS MAXT, PROCESSING IS 
* 
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* 
C... TRANSFERRED TO STATEMENT //5 
C • • • 
2 CONTINUE 
T=T+DT 
IF(T.GT.MAXT)GO TO 5 
3 CONTINUE 
NDEV=2.*RN0R(MDIR,SDIR,ISEED)*3. 1415927 
XM0V=SIN(NDEV)*DIST 
YMOV=COS(NDEV)*DIST 
XL0C=XL0C+XM0V 
YL0C=YLGC+YM0V 
ILOC=INT(XLOC) 
JLOC=INT(YLOC) 
C • • • 
C... IF BIRDS REACH THE EDGE OF THE ARENA, PROCESSING TRANSFERS TO 
C... STATEMENT //lO FOR FIXUP 
C • • • 
IF((JLOC.GT.NSIZ).OR.(JLOC.LT.1))G0 TO 10 
IF((ILOC.GT.EMOST(JLOC)).OR.(ILOC.LT.WMOST(JLOC)))GO TO 10 
C. . . 
C... VNUM IS RE-INITIALIZED, THE RECTILINEAR DISTANCE FROM THE CORE 
C... IS CALCULATED, AND THE FSCH SUBROUTINE IS CALLED TO SIMULATE 
C... SEARCH OF THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY FOR FOOD (THE FEED SUBROUTINE 
C... IS CALLED FROM FSCH) 
C. . . 
1 CONTINUE 
VNUM=0 
CR=RCAL(XLOC,YLOC,XCOR,YCOR,DR) 
IF(CR.GT.RMAX)GO TO 10 
IF(BR.LT.DR)BR=DR 
CALL FSCH(RPER,MDEN,MSIZ,PACC,FLOC,ISEED,NSIZ,ET,GNUM,TMIN,FCON) 
C. . . 
C... RECTILINEAR DISTANCE OF MOVEMENT IS UPGRADED IF GEESE MOVED 
C... IN SUBROUTINE FEED. IF GEESE DID NOT COMPLETE FEEDING, 
C... PROCESSING IS RETURNED TO STATEMENT //2. OTHERWISE THE 
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C e # #  
C * # # 
RETURN TRIP IS SIMULATED BY THE FBAK FUNCTION 
IF(BR.LT.AR)BR=AR 
IF(FLOC.EQ.O)GO TO 2 
T=T+FBAK(XLOC,YLOC,XCOR,YCOR,GSPD) 
C# # 
C « • 
c .  #  
c  #  •  
c  #  #  
FLIGHT TIME IS INCREASED BY THIN. IF THE SECOND FLIGHT HAS 
NOT YET BEEN SIMULATED PROCESSING CONTINUES WITH RE-INITIALI­
ZATION OF APPROPRIATE VARIABLES# OTHERWISE THE FOOD CONSUMED 
IS SUMMED AND PROCESSING RETURNS TO THE MAIN PROGRAM 
5 CONTINUE 
T=T+TMIN 
IF(IPD.EQ.2)G0 TO 78 
GO TO 76 
10 CONTINUE 
XLOC=XLOC-XMOV 
YLOC-YLOC-YMOV w 
MDIR-VEER(MDIR,VNUM,NDEV,ISEED) 
GO TO 3 
76 CONTINUE 
RF=FCON 
FCON=0. 
77 CONTINUE 
78 CONTINUE 
FCON=FCON+RF 
RETURN 
END 
c  •  •  
c  •  •  
c  •  •  
c  •  •  
c # .  
c  •  •  
c # .  
WHEN THE FLYING FLOCK REACHES THE EDGE OF THE ARENA, THEIR 
MEAN FLIGHT DIRECTION (MDIR) IS ALTERED SLIGHTLY SO THEY 
******************** 
FUNCTION VEER 
******************** 
00701 
00702 
00703 
00704 
00705 
00706 
00707 
00708 
00709 
00710 
00711 
00712 
00713 
00714 
00715 
00716 
00717 
00718 
00719 
00720 
00721 
00722 
00723 
00724 
00725 
00726 
00727 
00728 
00729 
00730 
00731 
00732 
00733 
00734 
00735 
* 
C... WILL REMAIN WITHIN THE ARENA 
C • • • 
FUNCTION VEER(MDIR,VNUM,NDEV,ISEED) 
INTEGER VNUM 
REAL MDIR.NDEV,ALTER,VEER 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
IF(VNUM.GT.0)GO TO 1 
ALTER=-SIGN(0.5,SIN(NDEV)/COS(NDEV)) 
1 CONTINUE 
VNUM=VNUM+1 
VEER=MDIR+ALTER*GGUBFS(ISEED) 
RETURN 
END 
C * # # 
C.« « ******************************** 
C. .. * * 
C... * SUBROUTINE * 
C... * FSCll * 00 
C. . . * * 
C,,, ******************************** 
c  •  •  •  
c . . .  THIS SUBPROGRAM SIMULATES THE SEARCH OF GRID SQUARES WITHIN 
C... A RADIUS (RPER) OF A POINT (XLOC.YLOC) FOR ACCEPTABLE FOOD. 
C... IF THE FOOD EXISTS, FEEDING WILL TAKE PLACE A CERTAIN 
C... PROPORTION (PACC) OF THE TIME 
C... DECLARATION AND COMMON STATEMENTS, AND VARIABLE INITIALIZATION 
C... FOLLOW 
C • • • 
SUBROUTINE FSCH(RPER,MDEN,MSIZ,PACC,FLOC,ISEED,NSIZ,ET,GNUM, 
i f  TMIN,FCON) 
COMMON FLDTYP,FLDSIZ,AGTRMT,FOODEN,NFLDS,NHABS 
C0MM0N/LAB8/T,XC0R,YC0R,XL0C,YL0C,GSPD 
COMMON/LAB10/EM0ST,WM0ST 
COMMON/LAB13/AR,BR,LDIR 
INTEGER F,FLOC,FLDTYP(35, 73, 4),AGTRMT(35, 73 , 4) , 
00736 if EMOST(73> ,WM0ST(73) ,NSIZ,NFLDS,NHABS 
007 3 7 REAL XLOC,YLOC,RPER,MDEN,MSIZ,PACC,FLDSIZ(35,73,4),DIR,LDIR,FCON, 
007 38 if FOODEN (35, 73, 4) , T, GS PD , TMIN, AR, XCOR, YCOR, BR, FDN1, ET, GNUM 
00739 DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
00740 M=IFIX(XLOC+RPER) 
00741 N=IFIX(YLOC+RPER) 
00742 K=IFIX(XLOC-RPER) 
00743 L=IFIX(YLOC-RPER) 
00744 IF(K.LT.1)K=1 
00745 IF(L.LT.1)L=1 
00746 C... 
00747 C... THE SEGMENT UP TO FORTRAN STATEMENT #1 IS EXECUTED FOR EACH GRID 
00748 C... SQUARE WITHIN RPER OF (XLOC,YLOC) 
00749 C... 
00750 DO 1 I=K,M 
00751 DO 2 J=L,N 
00752 C... 
00753 C... IF THE SQUARE IS OUTSIDE THE ARENA, PROCESSING TRANSFERS TO THE oo 
00754 C... NEXT SQUARE WITHIN RPER ™ 
00755 C... 
00756 IF(J.GT.NSIZ)G0 TO 3 
00757 IF((I.GT.EMOST(J)).OR.(I.LT.WMOST(J))) GO TO 3 
00758 C... 
00759 C... THE FIELDS WITHIN THE SQUARE ARE SEARCHED BEGINNING WITH THE 
00760 C... LARGEST FIELD. IF NO FOOD IS FOUND, THE NEXT GRID WITHIN 
00761 C... RPER IS SEARCHED 
00762 0... 
00763 DO 4 F=1,NFLDS 
00764 IF((AGTRMT(I,J,F).NE.1).OR.(FOODEN(I,J,F).LT.MDEN). 
00765 # OR.(FLDSIZ(I,J,F).LT.MSIZ).OR.(GGUBFS(ISEED). 
00766 if GT.PACC)) GO TO 5 
00767 C... 
00768 C... IF FOOD IS FOUND, BIRDS MOVE TO THAT FIELD AND THE RECTILINEAR 
00769 C... DISTANCE OF THE FEEDING LOCATION AND THE DIRECTION FROM THE 
00770 C... CORE ARE CALCULATED 
* 
00771 
00772 
00773 
00774 
00775 
00776 
007 7 7 
00778 
00779 
00780 
00781 
00782 
00783 
00784 
00785 
00786 
00787 
00788 
00789 
00790 
00791 
00792 
00793 
00794 
00795 
00796 
00797 
00798 
00799 
00800 
00801 
00802 
00803 
00804 
00805 
* 
V # » # 
IF(FLOC.EQ.2)G0 TO 6 
RX=FLOAT(I)+GGUBFS(ISEED) 
RY=FLOAT(J)+GGUBFS(ISEED) 
T>=T+FBAK(XL0C, YL0C,RX,RY,GSPD) 
XLOC=RX 
YLOC=RY 
6 CONTINUE 
FL0C=1 
CR=RCAL(XLOC,YLOC,XCOR,YCOR,AR) 
T=T+TMIN 
FDN1=F00DEN(I,J,F) 
DIR=SIGN(ARCOS((YL0C-YCOR)/CR)*180./3.14159,XLOC-XCOR) 
IF(DIR.LT.O.)DIR=DIR+360. 
IF(CR.EQ.AR)LDIR=DIR 
C • • • 
C... FEEDING IS SIMULATED BY THE FEED SUBROUTINE, 
C... AND PROCESSING RETURNS TO THE GFLY SUBROUTINE oo 
r u) 
CALL FEED(I,J,F,ISEED,ET,GNUM,MDEN,FLOC,FLDSIZ(I,J,F), 
if FOODENd, J,F) ,FC0N) 
GO TO 10 
5 CONTINUE 
4 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
C • • • 
C... NO FOOD WAS FOUND AND PROCESSING RETURNS TO THE GFLY SUBROUTINE 
C • « • 
FLOC=0 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C • • • 
00806 
00807 
00808 
00809 
0 0 8 1 0  
0 0 8 1 1  
0 0 8 1 2  
00813 
00814 
00815 
0 0 8 1 6  
00817 
00818  
00819 
00820  
00821  
00822  
00823 
00824 
00825 
00826 
00827 
00828 
00829 
00830 
00831 
00832 
00833 
00834 
00835 
00836 
00837 
00838 
00839 
00840 
* 
C • • 
c . .  
C. . 
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c  •  •  
G • • 
c . .  
c  •  •  
c  •  •  
c  •  •  
C e #  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c  «  *  
******************** 
FUNCTION FBAK 
******************** 
THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE AMOUNT OF TIME REQUIRED TO MOVE 
BETWEEN 2 POINTS, (XLOC,YLOC) AND (XCOR,YCOR), AT SPEED GSPD 
FUNCTION FBAK(XLOC,YLOC,XCOR,YCOR,GSPD) 
REAL XLOC,YLOC,XCOR,YCOR,DIST,XMOV,YMOV,FBAK,GSPD 
XMOV=XLOC-XCOR 
YMOV=YLOC-YCOR 
DIST=SQRT(XMOV**2+YMOV**2) 
FBAK=DIST*60./GSPD 
RETURN 
END 
****************************** 
* * 
* SUBROUTINE * 
* FEED * 
* * 
****************************** 
THIS SUBPROGRAM SIMULATES THE FEEDING OF WATERFOWL AND REMOVAL 
OF FOOD FROM THE FIELD 
COMMON AND DECLARATION FOLLOW 
SUBROUTINE FEED(X,Y,F,ISEED,ET,GNUM,MDEN,FLOC,FLDSIZ,FOODEN,FCON) 
COMMON/LAB 14/FMAX,AFD,BFD,FRAT,WANT,LSAT,MPLSAT,SNOC,EDT,MAXET 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
INTEGER X,Y,F,FLOC 
REAL WANT,FMAX,GNUM,MAXET,MPLSAT,FLDSIZ,FOODEN, 
I f  FCON,ET,ETIM,FRAT,RFCON,LSAT,MDEN, AFD,BFD 
vO 
O 
C • • » 
00841 C... THE FOLLOWING ARE CALCULATED: AMOUNT OF TIME BIRDS MAY FEED 
00842 C... BEFORE DISTURBANCE (ETIM), THE RATE AT WHICH FOOD IS CONSUMED 
00843 C... (FRAT), AND THE AMOUND OF FOOD THEY DESIRE (WANT). RT IS 
00844 C... INITIALIZED 
00845 C... 
00846 ETIM=HPRE(X,Y,ISEED) 
00847 FRAT=AMIN1(FMAX,SNOC*AFD*FOODEN**BFD) 
0084 8 WANT = HUNG(FRAT,FCON,GNUM) 
00849 RT=0. 
00850 C... 
00851 C... TIME VARIABLES ARE UPDATED, FOOD CONSUMED IS CALCULATED, AND 
00852 C... FOOD DENSITY IS ALTERED 
00853 C... 
00854 1 CONTINUE 
00855 IF(ETIM.LE.RT)GO TO 10 
00856 RT=RT+EDT 
00857 ET=ET+EDT 
00858 RFCON=GNUM*FRAT*EDT/1000. ^ 
00859 FOODEN=(FLDSIZ*FOODEN-RFCON)/FLDSIZ 
00860 FCON=FCON+RFCON 
00861 C... 
00862 C... IF TOO LITTLE FOOD REMAINS FOR FEEDING TO CONTINUE, PROCESSING 
00863 C... TRANSFERS TO STATEMENT #10 
00864 C... 
00865 IF(FOODEN,LT.MDEN)GO TO 10 
00866 C... 
00867 C... IF HUNGER HAS BEEN SATISFIED OR MAXET IS REACHED, PROCESSING 
00868 C... RETURNS TO FSCH WITH FL0C=2 
00869 C... 
00870 IF(1000.*FCON/GNUM.GE.LSAT)GO TO 20 
00871 IF(100O.*FCON/GNUM.GE.WANT)GO TO 20 
00872 IF(ET.GE.MAXET)GO TO 30 
00873 GO TO 1 
00874 20 CONTINUE 
00875 FL0C=2 
* 
00876 
00877 
00878 
00879 
00880 
00881  
0 0 8 8 2  
00883 
00884 
00885 
00886 
00887 
00888 
00889 
00890 
00891 
00892 
00893 
00894 
00895 
00896 
00897 
00898 
00899 
00900 
00901 
00902 
00903 
00904 
00905 
00906 
00907 
00908 
00909 
00910 
A 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
10 CONTINUE 
c  •  «  •  
IF HUNGER HAS BEEN "ALMOST" SATISFIED, PROCESSING RETURNS TO 
FSCH WITH FL0C=1. OTHERWISE BIRDS ARE STILL HUNGRY AND 
FLOG IS SET TO ZERO BEFORE RETURN 
C. . 
C. . 
c  •  •  
c  •  •  
c . .  
c . .  
c  •  •  
c . .  
c . .  
c  •  •  
C e #  
G • • 
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c . .  
c  •  «  
c . .  
IF((1000.*FCON/GNUM.GE.LSAT*MPLSAT).OR. 
f (1000.*FC0N/GNUM.GE.WANT*MPLSAT))RETURN 
FLOC=0 
RETURN 
END 
* * 
* SUBROUTINE * 
* WGEN * vo 
A * ^ 
* A A A * * A * * A A A A A * * * A A A A A A * A A A * * A A  
THIS SUBPROGRAM GENERATES TYPICAL WEATHER PATTERNS FOR THE 
SEASON. OPTION 1 INTERPOLATES INPUT DATA, OPTION 2 
GENERATES WEATHER FROM A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
DECLARATION FOLLOWS 
SUBROUTINE WGEN(WVAR,WVAM,WVSD,AWVSD,NWS,CP,ARDA,LVDA,ISEED) 
INTEGER ARDA,LVDA,NWS 
REAL WVAR(150,4),WVAM(150,4),WVSD(150,4),AWVSD(4),CP 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
G • • • 
C... IF NWS-20, OPTION 2 IS USED AND PROCESSING SKIPS TO STATEMENT 
C... #10. OTHERWISE DAILY WEATHER VALUES ARE INTERPOLATED FROM 
C... INPUT VALUES 
00911 
00912 
00913 
00914 
00915 
00916 
00917 
00918 
00919 
00920 
00921 
00922 
00923 
00924 
00925 
00926 
00927 
00928 
00929 
00930 
00931 
00932 
00933 
00934 
00935 
00936 
00937 
00938 
00939 
00940 
00941 
00942 
00943 
00944 
00945 
* 
G • • • 
IF(NWS.EQ.20)GO TO 10 
1 = 1 
DO 20 J=ARDA,LVDA 
K=J-ARDA+1 
IF(J.GT.WVSD(I+1,1))I=I+1 
DO 21 L=l,4 
WVAR(K,L)«=WVAM(I,L) + ((J-WVSD(I,L) )/ (WVSD(I + 1,L)-WVSD(I,L) )) 
// *(WVAM(I + 1,L)-WVAM(I,L)) 
21 CONTINUE 
C • « • 
C... TEMPERATURE IS CONVERTED TO WIND-CHILL TEMPERATURE 
C • • • 
IF(WVAR(K,2).LE.4.923414)G0 TO 26 
WVAR(K,3)=33.-((10.*SQRT(.4468444*WVAR{K,2))+10.45-(.44 6 8444 
i t  *WVAR(K, 2) ) )*(33.-WVAR(K, 3)))/28.08239 
26 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE vo 
RETURN ^ 
C. • . 
C... THE 2ND OPTION SELECTS VALUES FROM NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE 
C... WEATHER VARIABLES 
C • • . 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 2 1=1,20 
DO 1 L=l,4 
WVAM(I,L)=RNOR(WVAM(I,L),AWVSD(L),ISEED) 
1 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 30 J=ARDA,LVDA 
K=J-ARDA+1 
I=(J-265)/5 
IF(I.LE.0)1=1 
IF(I.GT.20)1=20 
DO 31 L=l,4 
00946 
00947 
00948 
00949 
00950 
00951 
00952 
00953 
00954 
00955 
00956 
00957 
00958 
00959 
00960 
00961 
00962 
00963 
00964 
00965 
00966 
00967 
00968 
00969 
00970 
00971 
00972 
00973 
00974 
00975 
00976 
00977 
00978 
00979 
00980 
* 
WVAR(K,L)=RNOR(WVAM(I,L),WVSD(I, L),ISEED) 
31 CONTINUE 
IF(WVAR(K,2).LT.O.)WVAR(K, 2)=0. 
IF(WVAR(K, 1) .GT. 360. )WVAR(K, 1)«=WVAR(K, 1 )-360*INT (WVAR(K, 1) / 360. ) 
IF(WVAR(K, 1).LT.O.)WVAR(K,1)=WVAR(K, 1 )+360*INT(-WVAR(K, 1)/360.+ 1) 
WVAR(K,1)=ABS(WVAR(K,1)) 
C. . . 
C... TEMPERATURE IS CONVERTED TO WIND-CHILL TEMPERATURE 
C * . . 
IF(WVAR(K,2).LE.4.923414)G0 TO 6 
WVAR(K,3)=33.-((10.*SQRT(.4468444*WVAR(K,2))+10.45-(.4468444 
# *WVAR(K,2)))*(33.-WVAR(K,3)))/28.08239 
6 CONTINUE 
IF(K.LE.1)G0 TO 30 
C • . « 
C... SNOW FALL AND MELTING ARE SIMULATED 
C. . . 
IF(GGUBFS (ISEED) . GE . CP) WVAR (K, 4 ) =0. vo 
IF(WVAR(K,3).GT.0.)WVAR(K,4)=0.5*WVAR(K-1,4) 
IF((WVAR(K,3).LE.0.).AND.(WVAR(K,4).LT.WVAR(K-1,4)))WVAR(K,4)= 
Ù WVAR(K-1,4) 
IF(WVAR(K,4).LT.0.)WVAR(K,4)=0. 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C. . 
C. . 
C. . 
C. . 
C. . 
C. . 
C. . 
C. . 
C. . 
******************** 
FUNCTION RCAL 
******************** 
THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS (XL0C,YL0C) 
AND (XC0R,YC0R). IF THE DISTANCE IS GREATER THAN R (SPECIFIED 
IN THE CALLING PARAMETER LIST), R IS REPLACED BY THE DISTANCE 
FUNCTION RCAL(XL0C,YL0C,XC0R,YC0R,RD) 
00981 REAL XLOC,YLOC,XCOR,YCOR 
00982 RR=SQRT((XL0C-XC0R)**2+(YL0C-YC0R)**2) 
00983 IF(RR.GT.RD)RD=RR 
00984 RCAL=RR 
00985 RETURN 
00986 END 
00987 C... 
00988 C.». ******************************* 
00989 C... * * 
00990 C... * SUBROUTINE * 
00991 C... * GACT * 
00992 C... * * 
00993 Ctt» ******************************* 
00994 C... 
00995 C... THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE TIME ACTIVITY BUDGET GIVEN 
00996 C... SIMULATED FLIGHT TIME (T) AND FEEDING TIME (ET) AND DATA ON THE 
00997 C... EFFECTS OF WEATHER ON OTHER BEHAVIORS 
00998 C... ^ 
00999 C... DECLARATION AND COMMON STATEMENTS FOLLOW ^ 
01000 C... 
01001 SUBROUTINE GACT(T,ET) 
01002 REAL T,ET,WV(4),BC(7,3),B(5),BT,MFLY 
01003 C0MM0N/LAB3/BC,MFLY 
01004 C0MM0N/LAB7/B,WV 
01005 C... 
01006 C... B(4) AND B(5) ARE PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT FEEDING AND FLYING, 
01007 C... RESPECTIVELY 
01008 C... 
01009 B(4)=ET/1440. 
01010 B(5)=MFLY+T/1440. 
01011 IF(B(4)+B(5),GT.l.)B(4)=l.-B(5) 
01012 C... 
01013 C... OTHER ACTIVITY PROPORTIONS ARE CALCULATED BY THE FOLLOWING 
01014 C... REGRESSION 
01015 C... 
* 
0 1 0 1 6  
01017 
0 1 0 1 8  
01019 
0 1 0 2 0  
0 1 0 2 1  
0 1 0 2 2  
01023 
01024 
01025 
0 1 0 2 6  
01027 
01028  
01029 
01030 
01031 
01032 
01033 
01034 
01035 
01036 
01037 
01038 
01039 
01040 
01041 
01042 
01043 
01044 
01045 
01046 
01047 
01048 
01049 
01050 
* 
DO 43 1=1,3 
ISS=MIN0(IFIX(WV(l)/90.)+2,5) 
B(I)=BC(1,I)+BC(ISS,I)+BC(6,I)*WV(2)+BC(7,I)*WV(3) 
IF(B(I).LT.0.)B(I)=0. 
43 CONTINUE 
C « • • 
C... THE TIME BUDGET IS CORRECTED TO SUM TO 1.0 
C • • • 
BT=B(1)+B(2)+B(3) 
DO 53 1=1,3 
B(I)=(B(I)/BT)*(1.-B(4)-B(5)) 
53 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C,,, ******************************* 
C... * * 
C... * SUBROUTINE * 
C... * ENRG * 
C... * * 
c«•• ******************************* 
c  •  •  •  
C... THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES ENERGY EXPENDED FROM KENDEIGH'S 
C... EQUATIONS AND ACTIVITY BUDGET DATA, AND CALCULATES ENERGY 
C... ASSIMILATED FROM THE CALORIC VALUE OF FOOD AND ITS 
C... DIGESTABILITY 
C • • • 
C... DECLARATION AND COMMON STATEMENTS FOLLOW 
C • • • 
SUBROUTINE ENRG(FCON,GNUM) 
REAL WV(4),BSIZ(4),SA(4),B(5),BCC(5),FC,FCON,CEC,DEFF, 
// DEI,DEE,AC,KEND 
COMMON/LAB4/BCC,BSIZ,SA 
COMMON/LAB 5/CEC,DEFF,DEE,DEI 
COMMON/LAB 7/B,WV 
C • • • 
01 
01 
0 1  
0 1  
01 
0 1  
0 1  
01 
0 1  
01 
01 
0 1  
01 
01 
01  
01  
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
oil 
oil 
oil 
OK 
o i l  
o i l  
o i l  
o i l  
o i l  
o i l  
o i l  
* 
C... ENERGY ASSIMILATED IS CALCULATED 
C • • T 
FC=FCON/GNUM 
DEI=FC*CEC*DEFF 
C • • • 
C... EXISTENCE ENERGY IS CALCULATED FROM KENDEIGH'S EQUATIONS 
C • • • 
KEND-0. 
DO 1 1=1,4 
RK=10.**(0.6372+0.53*AL0G10(BSIZ(1))) 
RK=RK+WV(3)*(10.**(-0.2673+0.7545*AL0G10(BSIZ(I)))-RK)/30. 
KEND=KEND+(SA(I)/GNUM)*RK 
1 CONTINUE 
C. . . 
C... AN ACTIVITY BUDGET COEFFICIENT IS CALCULATED FROM SIMULATED 
C... ACTIVITY AND DEE IS CALCULATED 
C. . . 
AC=0. ^ 
DO 2 1=1,5 
AC=AC+B(I)*BCC(I) 
2 CONTINUE 
DEE»AC*KEND 
RETURN 
END 
G. • . 
C... ******************** 
C... FUNCTION HPRE 
C... ******************** 
c. # . 
C... THIS FUNCTION RETURNS THE AMOUNT OF TIME BIRDS CAN FEED BEFORE 
C... BEING DISTURBED AND CALCULATES HUNTING MORTALITY 
C. . « 
C... DECLARATION AND COMMON STATEMENTS FOLLOW 
C. . . 
FUNCTION HPRE(X,Y,ISEED) 
01086  
01087 
01088  
01089 
01090 
01091 
01092 
01093 
01094 
01095 
01096 
01097 
01098 
01099 
0 1 1 0 0  
0 1 1 0 1  
0 1 1 0 2  
01103 
01104 
01105 
0 1 1 0 6  
01107 
0 1 1 0 8  
01109 
O H I O  
0 1 1 1 1  
O i l  1 2  
01113 
01114 
01115 
0 1 1 1 6  
01117 
0 1 1 1 8  
01119 
0 1 1 2 0  
* 
INTEGER X,Y,DAY,HSB(2),HSE(2),RSTART,REND,REM0ST(73),RWMOST(73) 
REAL ETM(4),ETSD(4),HPRE,LF,HEF,HDKP,EMRM,EMRSD,HMRM,HMRSD,HMO, 
// EMI, IMM,0LD,GNUM 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
COMMON/LAB1/ETM,ETSD,HS B,HS E,DAY,HEF,HDKP,GNUM 
COMMON/LAB 9/REMOST,RWMOST,RSTART,REND 
COMMON/LAB 12/EMI,IMM,LF,EMRM,EMRSD,HMRM,HMRSD,RMO,NHMO,RED,REL,OLD 
C • • • 
C... THE VALUE OF HP IS ASSIGNED ACCORDING TO FEEDING LOCATION AND 
C... TIME OF SEASON 
C • • • 
NHM0=NHM0+1 
HP = 1 
IF( (Y.LT.RSTART).OR.(Y.GT.REND)) GO TO 1 
IF((X.GE.RWMOST(Y)).AND.(X.LE.REMOST(Y)))HP=2 
1 CONTINUE 
IF((DAY.LT.HSB(nP)).OR.(DAY.GT.HSE(HP)))HP=3 
C • . . ^ 
C... THE TIME BIRDS CAN FEED UNDISTURBED IS TAKEN FROM A NORMAL 
C... DISTRIBUTION 
HPRE=RNOR(ETM(HP),ETSD(HP),ISEED) 
IF(HPRE.LT.O.)HPRE=0. 
C • . . 
C... HUNTING MORTALITY IS CALCULATED 
C . . . 
HM0=RN0R(HMRM,HMRSD,ISEED)*GNUM*HEF*(ETM(4)/ETM(HP))**HDKP 
IF((HP.EQ.3).OR.(HMO.LE.0.))HM0=0. 
RMO=RMO+HMO 
C. . . 
C... PROCESSING RETURNS TO THE FEED SUBROUTINE 
C. . . 
RETURN 
END 
C. . . 
. 1 2 1  
1 2 2  
.123 
124 
125 
1 2 6  
127 
1 2 8  
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
C,,, ******************** 
G... FUNCTION HUNG 
C,,, ******************** 
c  •  •  •  
C... THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES HOW MUCH FOOD MUST BE CONSUMED TO 
C... MAINTAIN AN ENERGY BALANCE UNDER A GIVEN FOOD AQUISITION 
C... STRATEGY (STRAT) 
C • • • 
C... DECLARATION AND COMMON STATEMENTS AND THE SINGLE EQUATION 
C... COMPRISE THE FUNCTION 
C • • • 
FUNCTION HUNG(FRAT,FCON,GNUM) 
REAL XLOC,YLOC,XCOR,YCOR,GSPD,FRAT,PFCON,FLT,FDT,WV(4),FCON, 
I f  SA( 4) ,GNUM, DEI, DEE, EBAL, STRAT, CEC, DEFF, HUNG, T 
COMMON/LAB 5/CEC,DEFF,DEE,DEI 
COMMON/LAB 6/GROW,EBAL,STRAT,PFCON 
COMMON/LAB8/T,XCOR,YCOR,XLOC,YLOC,GSPD 
HUNG = 0.5*(DEE-EBAL+STRAT+GR0W)/((CEC / 1000.)*DEFF) 
RETURN 
END 
C « • • 
C,,. ******************** 
C... FUNCTION PALT 
C,,, ******************** 
C • • T 
C... THIS FUNCTION ALTERS EMIGRATION WHEN CONDITIONS ARE VERY POOR 
C... OR VER/ GOOD AND ALTERS THE REFUGING POPULATION ACCORDINGLY 
C • • • 
FUNCTION PALT(DAY,GNUM,ISEED,K,T,ET) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ISEED 
INTEGER ARDA,LVDA,NCEN,R(150),P,DAY 
REAL SACM(150,4),PSAC(150,4),POP(150),PIMM(150),PISD(150),T,ET, 
i t  ARDAM, ARDASD, LVDAM, LVDASD, EMI, IMM, EMRM, EMRSD, HMRM, PALT , 
// HMRSD, HMO, CEC, DEFF, DEE, DEI, EBAL, STRAT, PFCON, LF, GROW, OLD, 
// SACSD,MAR(2) 
1156 
.157 
.158 
.159 
1 6 0  
1 6 1  
1 6 2  
163 
164 
165 
1 6 6  
167 
1 6 8  
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
1 8 6  
187 
188 
189 
190 
COMMON/LAB 2/MAR,SACSD,SACM,PSAC,POP,R,PIMM,PISD,ARDAM,ARDASD, 
if LVDAM.LVDASD, ARDA,LVDA,NCEN 
C0MM0N/LAB5/CEC,DEFF,DEE,DEI 
COMMON/LAB 6/GROW,EBAL,STRAT.PFCON 
COMMON/LAB 12/EMI,IMM,LF,EMRM,EMRSD,HMRM,HMRSD,HMO,NHMO,RED,REL,OLD 
EMI=0. f 
IMM=0. 
OLD=0. 
HMO=0. 
NHMO=0. 
C • • • 
C... IF BIRDS REMAIN BEYOND THE GENERATED SEASON, OR IF THERE IS NO 
C... CHANGE IN THE GENERATED POPULATION, PROCESSING SKIPS TO 
C... STATEMENT #99 
C • • t 
C... IF THE GENERATED POPULATION IS ZERO, NO ALTERATIONS ARE MADE 
C • • • 
IF(DAY.GT.LVDA)GO TO 99 
OLD=POP(K) 
IF(K.EQ.1)G0 TO 97 
IF(POP(IC)-POP(K-1).EQ.O,)GO TO 99 
C • • • 
C... EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION ARE CALCULATED FROM THE EMIGRATION 
C... RATE AND THE HUNTING MORTALITY RATE, GIVEN THE GENERATED 
C... POPULATION LEVEL 
EMI^AMAXl(POP(K-l)-POP(K),RNOR(EMRM,EMRSD,ISEED)*POP(K)) 
IF((EMI.LT.0.).OR.(GNUM.LE.0.))EMI=0. 
IMM=AMAX1(0.,POP(K)-POP(K-1)+EMI) 
IF((R(K).GE.275).AND.(R(K).LE.350))EMI= 
il EMI-AMAXl (0. ,RNOR (HMRM,HMRSD, ISEED) )*P0P (K) 
IF(EMI.GE.O.)G0 TO 10 
IMM=IMM-EMI 
EMI=0. 
IF(IMM.LT.0.)INM=0. 
01191 
01192 
01193 
01194 
01195 
01196 
01197 
01198 
01199 
0 1 2 0 0  
0 1 2 0 1  
0 1 2 0 2  
01203 
01204 
01205 
0 1 2 0 6  
01207 
0 1 2 0 8  
01209 
0 1 2 1 0  
0 1 2 1 1  
0 1 2 1 2  
01213 
01214 
01215 
0 1 2 1 6  
01217 
0 1 2 1 8  
01219 
0 1 2 2 0  
0 1 2 2 1  
0 1 2 2 2  
01223 
01224 
01225 
* 
10 CONTINUE 
C • • • 
C... IF FEEDING CONDITIONS ARE VERY FAVORABLE OR VERY POOR THE 
C... TYPICAL EMIGRATION IS ALTERED ACCORDINGLY 
C • t • 
99 CONTINUE 
1F(ET+T.LT.LF)EMI=EMI*REL 
IF(DEE+EBAL.LT.0.)EMI=AMIN1(EMI+RED*(-EBAL/((DEE+DEI)/2.)) 
// *GNUM,GNUM) 
IF(EMI.GT.GNUM)EMI=GNUM 
GO TO 93 
C • • • 
C... THE ALTERED POPULATION LEVEL IS RETURNED TO THE MAIN PROGRAM 
C e # *  
97 CONTINUE 
GNUM=POP(K) 
93 CONTINUE 
PALT=GNUM+IMM-EtII 
IF(PALT.LT.O.)PALT=0. 
C • • • 
C... THE FOLLOWING SEGMENT CALCULATES THE POPULATION BY SEX AND AGE 
C... GLASS AND PROCESSING RETURNS TO THE MAIN PROGRAM 
C • • • 
I=NCEN 
IF(DAY.GT.LVDA)GO TO 94 
IF(NCEN.EQ.20)GO TO 96 
DO 95 I=1,NCEN 
IF(R(K).LT.PISD(I))GO TO 94 
95 CONTINUE 
GO TO 94 
96 CONTINUE 
I=(R(K)-265)/5 
IF(I.LT.1)1=1 
IF(I.GT.NCEN)I=NCEN 
94 CONTINUE 
0 1 2 2 6  
01227 
0 1 2 2 8  
01229 
01230 
01231 
01232 
01233 
01234 
01235 
01236 
01237 
01238 
01239 
01240 
01241 
DO 98 P=l,4 
PSAC(K,P)=SACM{I,P)*PALT 
98 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C • • • 
C... ALL INPUT CAN BE READ UNFORMATTED AS FOLLOWS: 
C... INPUT FOR FILE 11 ARE LISTED FIRST; THE 4 PARAMETERS 
C... FOR FILE 12 (NSIM,JSEED,lEXP,ITMT) ARE THE LAST LINE 
C... OF INPUT. DATA ARE READ AND WRITTEN TO FILES 11 AND 12 
C... BY A SEPARATE JOB STEP BEFORE THE MAIN PROGRAM IS RUN. 
C. . . 
C... SEE THE CATALOG OF VARIABLES (APPENDIX B) AND THE LIST OF 
C... INPUT PARAMETER VALUES AND THEIR SOURCES (APPENDIX C) 
C... FOR DETAILS 
C • • • 
o 
to 
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APPENDIX B: DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES USED IN THE REFUGING 
MODEL 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
AC real 
AFD real 
AFDSD real (I) 
AGING integer 
AGT real (J,K) 
AGTRMT integer (I,J,K) 
ALTER real 
AR real 
ARDA Integer 
ARDAM real 
ARDASD real 
AWVSD real (I) 
DEFINITION UNITS 
activity coefficient 
parameter controlling feeding rate 
annual std. dev. of FDMN 
number of days between simulated 
agricultural treatments 
storage for Ith level of 
AGTRMTd, J,K) 
the treatment of the Kth 
field, section (I,J) 
change in MDIR necessary to 
keep flock within arena 
rectilinear distance from 
core to farthest feeding 
area 
day birds first arrive 
mean day of first arrival 
of migrants 
standard deviation of ARDA 
annual standard deviation of 
WVAM(N,I) 
kcal/KEND 
none 
kg/ha 
days 
class 
class 
radians 
miles 
Julian date 
Julian date 
days 
see WVAM 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION DEFINITION UNITS 
B real (I) 
BC real (I,J) 
BCC real (I) 
BDAY Integer 
BEGIN integer 
BFD real 
BR real 
BSIZ real (I) 
BT real 
CEC real 
CP real 
CR real 
proportion of time spent 
In behavior I 
coefficient in regression 
equation to determine 
effect of Jth Independent 
variable on Ith behavior 
caloric coefficient of 
Ith behavior 
first day of simulation 
y coordinate of first grid 
row to be considered by 
subroutine 
rectilinear distance of 
farthest search flight 
body size of Ith sex-age class 
sum of activity proportions 
caloric equivalent of corn 
chance of precipitation 
current rectilinear distance 
from the core 
proportion 
units vary 
none 
Julian date 
O 
miles 
none 
miles 
grams 
proportion 
kcal/kg 
probability 
miles 
parameter controlling feeding rate 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
DAY Integer 
DEE real 
DEFF real 
DEC real 
DEI real 
DEJG real 
DIR real 
DIST real 
DMAX real 
DR real 
DT real 
EBAL real 
EDAY integer 
EDT real 
EMI real 
DEFINITION 
days since 1 Jan. (inclusive) 
daily energy expenditure 
digestive efficiency 
dally energy gain 
daily energy assimilated 
daily energy for juvenile 
growth 
direction from the core 
distance traveled 
food density at which FMAX 
is reached 
a rectilinear distance 
length of time increment in 
GFLY submodel 
net energy gain beyond STRAT 
last day to be simulated 
length of time increment in 
feed submodel 
emigration 
UNITS 
days 
kcal/bird/day 
proportion 
kcal/bird/day 
kcal/bird/day 
kcal/bird/day 
degrees ^ 
o 
miles 
kg/ha 
miles 
minutes 
kcal/bird 
days 
minutes 
birds 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
EMOST 
EM RM 
EMRSD 
ESCP 
ET 
ET IM 
ETM 
ETSD 
FBAL 
FCON 
FDMN 
FDNl 
FDRED 
Integer (I) 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real 
real (I) 
real (I) 
real 
real 
real (I) 
real 
real (I) 
DEFINITION UNITS 
eastmost grid in the Ith row 
(x-coordina te) 
mean emigration rate 
std. dev. of EMRM 
parameter in function 
relating SNOC to snow depth 
time spent feeding 
length of time birds can 
feed undisturbed in a 
specific field 
mean length of time birds 
can feed undisturbed when I=HP 
std. dev. of ETM 
EBAL of migrants upon first 
arriving 
food consumed 
mean food density of crop I 
food density before feeding 
reduction of food density due 
to ag. treatment 1 
miles 
bird/bird/day 
bird/bird/day 
none 
minutes 
minutes 
minutes 
minutes 
kcal/bird 
kg 
kg/ha 
kg/ha 
proportion 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION DEFINITION UNITS 
FDSD 
FINISH 
FLDSIZ 
FLDTYP 
FLOG 
FMAX 
FOODEN 
FRAT 
FRSTDA 
FSMN 
FSSD 
FSSUM 
GNUM 
GRDSIZ 
integer (I,J,K) 
integer 
real (I) std. dev. of FDMN among fields 
integer Y coord, of last grid row to 
be considered by subroutine 
r 
real (I,J,K) size of the Kth field in 
grid (I,J) 
crop in Kth field of (I,J) grid 
a flag indicating bird's 
satisfaction from feeding 
real maximum feeding rate 
real (I,J,K) food density in the Kth field 
of the (I,J) grid (post-harvest) 
real feeding rate 
Integer first day fields are harvested 
real (I) mean size of Ith largest field 
in a section 
real (I) std. dev. of FSMN 
real sura of field sizes in section 
real population 
real grid size 
kg/ha 
miles 
hectares 
class 
none 
g/min 
kg/ha 
g/min/bird 
Julian date 
hectares 
hectares 
hectares 
birds 
hectares 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
GROW real 
GSPD real 
HAB real (I) 
HDKP real 
HEP real 
HMO real 
HMRM real 
HMRSD real 
HP Integer 
HSB Integer (I) 
HSE integer (I) 
lEXP 
ILOC 
IMM 
integer 
integer 
real 
DEFINITION UNITS 
avg. energy required for growth 
ground speed of flight 
proportion of fields off-refuge 
in crop I 
parameter controlling rate HMO 
changes relative to ETM 
hunter efficiency 
daily hunting mortality 
hunting mortality rate mean 
std. dev. of HMRM 
hunting status: 1 or 2 for off- or 
on-refuge hunting,3=out of season 
first day of hunting season,1=1 
or 2 for off- or on-refuge 
last day of hunting season, 1=1 
or 2 for off- or on-refuge 
no effect, used to identify output 
truncated form of XLOC 
immigration 
kcal/bird 
mi/hr 
proportion 
none 
birds/effort 
birds 
bird/bird/day 
bird/bird/day 
class 
Julian date 
Julian date 
none 
miles 
birds 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
INC real 
IR integer 
ISEBD db.prec. 
ITMT integer 
JLOC integer 
JSEED db.prec. 
KEND real 
LASTDA integer 
LDIR real 
LF real 
LSAT real 
LVDA Integer 
LVDAM real 
LVDASD real 
DEFINITION UNITS 
increment change in population 
initial value of ISEED obtained 
from a time function 
seed for random generator 
no effect, used to identify output 
truncated form of YLOC 
initial value of ISEED if more 
than 2, IR is used otherwise 
existence energy 
last day any fields are plowed 
direction of farthest feeding area 
from core 
threshold, such that less time 
spent feeding and flying 
reduces emigration 
level of satiation 
day last birds historically leave 
mean day last migrants leave 
std. dev. of LVDAM 
birds 
seconds/1 000 
none 
none 
miles 
none 
kcal/bird/day 
Julian date 
degrees 
minutes 
g/bird 
Julian date 
Julian date 
days 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
MAR real (I) 
MAXET real 
MAXR real 
MAXT real 
MDEN real 
MDIR real 
MFLY real 
MPLSAT real 
MSIZ real 
NAGINC Integer 
DEFINITION UNITS 
multiplier for the age ratio, 
(1=1 or 2 for juv. or ad.) 
to account for annual variation none 
maximum feeding time birds will 
tolerate min/day 
mean of AR for simulation miles 
maximum search(flying) time birds 
will tolerate min/day 
minimum food density acceptable 
to birds kg/ha 
mean direction of flight into 
arena radlans/2pl 
time spent flying between points 
at core or within fields proportion 
proportion of LSAT that, when 
reached and birds are disturbed, proportion 
birds will not continue food search 
minimum field size acceptable 
to birds hectares 
number of times agricultural 
operations are simulated over 
season if 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
NAGT integer 
NCEN integer 
NDEV real 
NFLDS integer 
NHABS integer 
NHMO integer 
NSIM integer 
NSIZ integer 
NUMR Integer 
NWS Integer 
OLD real 
PACC real 
DEFINITION UNITS 
number of distinct agricultural 
treatments (plowed, stubble, etc.) // 
number of bird censuses input // 
angle of movement (deviation 
from north) radians 
number of fields in each section 
that are mapped // 
number of distinct habitat 
types (crops) considered // 
number of times HMO is calculated 
for a day # 
number of simulations to be run 
in a single job if 
north-south dimension of gridmap miles 
number of days for which AR has 
been calculated days 
number of days for which weather 
Is input # 
generated population level birds 
probability birds will land in 
an acceptable field within RPER probability 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
PAGTM real (I,J,K) 
PAGTSD real (I,J,K) 
PEAK real 
PFCON real 
PIM real (I) 
PIMM real (I) 
PISD real (I) 
POP real (I) 
PSAC real (I,J) 
QUE real 
R integer (I) 
RAFDSD real (I) 
RD real 
DEFINITION 
mean proportion of fields in 
treatment I during the Jth period 
(K=l or 2 for off- or on-refuge) 
std. dev. of PAGTM(I,J,K) 
annual population peak 
previous day's value of FCON 
population level generated from 
PIMM and PISD, I=day 
population on the Ith census or 
mean population during period I 
day PIMM was taken or std. dev. 
of PIMM 
generated population level 
on day J 
Jth sex-age class on day I 
a queue 
days since Jan. 1 (inclusive) of 
Ith day since ARDA 
annual std. dev. of RFDMN 
rectilinear distance 
UNITS 
proportion 
birds 
kg 
birds 
birds or 
In(birds) 
w 
birds or 
In(birds) 
birds 
birds 
birds 
days 
kg/ha 
miles 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
RED real 
REL real 
REMOST Integer (I) 
REND integer 
RF real 
RFCON real 
RFDMN real (I) 
RFDSD real (I) 
RFSMN real (I) 
RFSSD real (I) 
RHAB real (I) 
RK real 
RMAX real 
DEFINITION UNITS 
relative effect of an energy deficit 
on emigration proportion 
relative effect of feeding plus 
flying being below LF proportion 
eastmost section in Ith row which 
encompasses the refuge miles 
northmost section of refuge 
(Y coordinate) miles 
food consumed on first foraging 
trip of day kg 
food consumed in last EDT minutes kg 
FDMN on refuge kg/ha 
std. dev. of RFDMN among fields kg/ha 
FSMN on refuge hectares 
std. dev. of RFSMN hectares 
HAB on refuge proportion 
existence energy kcal/bird/day 
maximum rectilinear distance from 
core that birds will be allowed 
to search from miles 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
RMO real 
RMN real 
RPER real 
RR real 
RSD real 
RSTART Integer 
RT real 
RWMOST Integer (I) 
RX real 
RY real 
Rl real 
SA real (I) 
SACM real (I,J) 
DEFINITION UNITS 
sum of HMO calculations for a day 
a mean 
radius of perception within which 
birds can see food 
rectilinear distance 
std. dev. of RMN 
southmost section of refuge 
(y-coordlnate) 
elapsed time in current simulation 
by subroutine 
westmost section In the Ith row 
that encompasses the refuge 
x-coordinate of feeding location 
within a section 
y-coordinate of feeding location 
within a section 
a random deviate 
Ith sex-age class 
proportion of birds in Jth sex-age 
class in Ith census 
birds 
units vary 
miles 
miles 
units vary 
miles 
minutes 
miles 
miles 
miles 
birds 
proportion 
Ul 
NAME TYPE DIMENSION 
SÂCSD real 
SDIR real 
SHMO real 
SNOG real 
STRAT real 
SUMR real 
T real 
TMIN real 
VNUM Integer 
WANT real 
WMOST integer (I) 
WUD real 
WUP real 
DEFINITION UNITS 
std. dev. of SACM proportion 
std. dev. of MDIR radians/2pi 
annual hunting mortality birds 
proportion of food not made 
unavailable by snow proportion 
dally net energy gain sought 
(energy aquisition strategy) kcal/bird/day 
sum of AR values for the run miles 
time spent flying minutes 
amount of time required for 
takeoff and landing minutes 
number of consecutive veers re­
quired to keep flock within arena if 
amount of food birds want to 
eat in order to maintain EBAL=0 kg/bird/day/2 
westraost section in Ith row 
within arena (x-coordinate) miles 
waterfowl use days days 
proportion of WUD occurring 
before WUPD proportion 
NAME TYPE 
WUPD integer 
WV real 
WVAM real 
WVAR real 
WVSD real 
XCOR real 
XLOC real 
XMOV real 
YCOR real 
YLOC real 
YMOV real 
DIMENSION 
(I) 
(I, J) 
(I, J) 
(I, J) 
DEFINITION UNITS 
day that WUP is calculated for 
Ith weather variable, a 
temporary array for the day's 
weather 
Jth weather component mean for 
Ith input 
Jth weather component for day I 
atd. dev. of WVAM 
x-coordinate of the core 
x-coordinate of flock location 
location change on x axis 
y-coordinate of core 
y-coordinate of flock location 
location change on y axis 
Julian date 
degrees, m/hr 
C, and in. 
for 1=1,2,3,4 
miles 
miles 
miles 
miles 
miles 
ml les 
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APPENDIX C; LIST OF INPUT PARAI'lETER VALUES AND SOURCES 
ESTIMATES 
VARIABLE NAMES INPUT VALUES 
NSIZ 73 
NHABS NFLDS 2 4 
GRDSIZ 259.1 
BDAY EDAY 260 400 
FRSTDA LASTDA 255 354 
NAGINC 10 
NAGT 2 
NCEN 20 
DT 2 
GSPD 30 
SDIR RPER MDEN MSIZ 0.1 0.5 100 25 
PACG 0.75 
XCOR YCOR 28 15.6 
RMAX 7 5 
FMAX 30 
SOURCE 
based on observation 
chosen for convenience 
calculated 
chosen for convenience 
NOAA/USDA 1976-80* 
chosen for convenience 
based on observation 
chosen for convenience 
chosen for convenience 
estimated 
based on observation 
personal estimate 
calculated 
based on observation 
personal estimate 
VARIABLE NAMES INPUT VALUES 
MAXET MAXT 
MPLSAT LSAT 
EDT 
AFD BED 
SACSD 
WUPD 
CP 
TMIN MFLY 
NWS 
DEFF 
CEC 
RSTART REND 
STRAT 
DEJG 
FBAL 
480 180 
0.75 200 
2 
0.069 0.4 
0.25 
335 
0.2 
0.5 0.01 
2 0  
0.9 
4404 
12 15 
0 .  0  
50 
0 . 0  
SOURCE 
personal estimate 
personal estimate 
chosen for convenience 
Frederick and Klaas 1982* 
Frederick, unpubl. 
chosen for convenience 
NOAA/USDA 1976-80* 
based on observation 
chosen for convenience 
Patrick and Schaible 
1980* 
Jurgens 1978 
calculated 
personal estimate 
Ricklefs (1974) 
personal estimate 
VARIABLE NAMES INPUT VALUES SOURCE 
DEE 
RED REL 
HDKP HEF 
ESCP 
EMRM EMRSD 
HMRM HMRSD 
LF 
EMOS'r(I) 
WMOST(I) 
400 
0.5 0.5 
0. 5 1 
—0.5 
Frederick and Klaas 1982* 
personal estimate 
Burgess 1980* 
personal estimate 
0. 034 0. 034 Frederick 1979 
0. 003 0. 003 Burgess 1980* 
60 personal estimate 
34 34 35 35 34 34 35 34 34 34 33 calculated 
33 34 34 34 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 
32 32 31 31 30 30 29 29 30 27 28 
28 28 28 28 29 29 30 30 30 30 30 
30 30 30 30 30 30 29 28 28 28 29 
29 29 27 27 27 27 26 26 26 26 23 
22 21 21 20 19 19 17 
32 31 31 31 32 32 31 28 27 27 26 calculated 
25 24 23 22 22 22 20 19 19 19 19 
18 18 16 16 16 16 17 17 17 17 17 
17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 
16 16 16 16 15 14 14 14 14 13 11 
10 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 
7 5 4 3 2 2 1 
VARIABLE NAMES INPUT VALUES 
HAB(I) FDMN(I) FDSD(I) 0.50 5.60 1.13 0.42 
AFDSD(I) 1=1,2 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FSMN(I) FSSD(I) 55.7 21.2 
I=t 1,4 39.414.1 
30.2 9.4 
PAGTM(I,J,K) and 
PAGTSDd, J,K) 
(((I-l,2)J=l,10) 
K=l,2) 
FDREDd) 1 = 1,2 
24.1 7. 9 
.05 .02 . 01 .01 
. 18 . 05 .09 .03 
.37 .12 .14 .05 
.54 .17 . 20 .05 
. 75 . 16 .35 .07 
.88 .11 .45 .07 
.93 . 06 . 55 .07 
.97 .03 . 65 .07 
.98 .01 . 70 .08 
.99 .01 . 80 . 10 
.05 .02 . 00 .00 
. 18 .05 .00 .00 
.37 .12 .00 . 00 
.54 .17 .00 .00 
. 75 . 16 .00 . 00 
.88 .11 .00 .00 
.93 . 06 .00 .00 
.97 .03 . 00 .00 
.98 .01 . 00 . 00 
.99 .01 .00 .00 
1.00 0. 08 
ARDAM ARDASD 
LVDAM LVDASn 
276 8 
380 16 
SOURCE 
Klaas et al. 1978 and 
Frederick, unpubl.* 
Frederick, unpubl. 
Klaas et al. 1978 and 
NOAA/USDA 1976-80* 
Frederick and Klaas 
Frederick and Klaas 
and unpubl. data 
1982 
1982 
VARIABLE NAMES 
PIMM(I) PISD(I) 
and SACMd, J) 
((I=1,20)J=1,4) 
WVAM(I,J) WVSD(I,J) 
((I-1,4)J=1,20) 
INPUT VALUES 
5. 8 1.0 0. 38 0. 37 0.125 0. 125 
7. 6 1.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
8. 3 1.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
9. 3 1.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0. 125 
9. 9 1.0 0. 38 0. 37 0. 125 0.125 
9. 9 1.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
10. 1 1.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
10. 6 0.9 0. 38 0. 37 0.125 0.125 
11. 1 0.8 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
11. 7 0.8 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0. 125 
11. 9 0.7 0. 38 0.37 0. 125 0.125 
11. 7 0.8 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
11. 2 1.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
10. 6 1.0 0. 38 0.37 0. 125 0.125 
9. 9 1.5 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0. 125 
9. 2 2.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0. 125 
8. 6 2.0 0. 38 0. 37 0. 125 0. 125 
7. 1 2.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0. 125 
7. 1 2.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
7. 0 1.0 0. 38 0.37 0.125 0.125 
179 75 7. 1 5.0 15 .0 6. 0 0 0 
248 75 7. 3 5.0 13 .0 6. 0 0 0 
316 75 7. 4 5.0 12 .0 6. 0 0 0 
316 75 7. 5 5.0 11 .2 6. 0 0 0 
309 75 7. 7 5.0 9 .7 6. 0 0 0 
302 75 7. 8 5.0 8 .5 6. 0 0 0 
295 75 8. 0 5.0 7 .4 6. 0 0 0 
288 75 8. 1 5.0 6 .1 6. 0 0 0 
280 75 8. 2 5.0 4 .9 6. 0 0 0 
273 75 8. 3 5.0 3 .6 6. 0 0 0 
275 75 8. 4 5.0 2 .6 6. 0 0 0 
SOURCE 
Frederick and Klaas 1982 
and unpubl. data 
N> 
w 
Ft. Calhoun Nuclear 
Power Plant and 
NOAA/USDA 1976-80* 
VARIABLE NAMES INPUT VALUES SOURCE 
WVAM and WVSD 277 75 8. 5 5.0 1. 5 6.0 0. 6 1 
(continued) 278 75 8. 6 5.0 0.5 6.0 0. 6 1 
280 75 8.7 5.0 — 0.6 6.0 0. 6 1 
282 75 8.8 5.0 -1.7 6.0 0. 6 1 
283 75 8.8 5.0 -2.8 6.0 0. 6 1 
283 75 8.8 5.0 -3.5 6. 0 0. 6 1 
283 75 8.8 5.0 — 4.2 6.0 0. 6 1 
283 75 8.8 5.0 -4.9 6. 0 0. 6 1 
283 75 8.9 5.0 -5.5 6.0 4. I 5 
AWVSD(I) 1=1,4 32 2. 0 2 o
 
o
 
0 
BSIZ(I) 1=1,4 
BCC(I) 1=1,5 
BC(I,J) 
((1=1,7)J=1,3) 
2413 2241 2218 2023 
1.0 1.2 1.1 3.1 11.7 
0.60 0.082 -0.039 0.020 -0.063 
0.0061 -0.0086 
0.03 -0.021 0.031 0.002 -0.013 
-0.0008 -0.0004 
0.19 -0.038 0.023 -0.026 0.041 
0.0027 0.0068 
NOAA/USDA 1976-80* 
Frederick, unpubl. 
Frederick and Klaas 1982 
Frederick and Klaas 1982 
ETM(I) ETSD(I) 
1 = 1,4 
45 45 
240 45 
240 45 
120 45 
based on observation 
HSB(I) HSE(I) 
1 = 1 , 2  
275 350 
999 0 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 1976-80* 
VARIABLE NAMES INPUT VALUES 
REMOST(I) 1=1,4 27 28 28 29 
RWMOST(I) 1=1,4 27 26 26 27 
RHAB(I) RFDMN(I) 0.50 5.60 1.13 0.42 
RFDSD(I) RAFDSD(I) 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1  =  1 , 2  
RFSMN(I) RFSSD(I) 55.7 21.2 
1=1,4 39.4 14.1 
30.2 9.4 
24.1 7.9 
NSIM JSEED lEXP ITMT 10 0 0 0 
•calculated from data 
SOURCE 
calculated 
calculated 
Klaas et al. 1978 and 
Frederick, unpubl da 
Predrerlck, unpubl. 
no effect on dynamics 
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APPENDIX D: FORRESTER (1961) DIAGRAM OF THE WATERFOWL 
REFUGING MODEL 
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